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This contract provided programming support for the analysis of data from
the Cloud Absorption Radiometer (CAR). The CAR is a multi-channel
radiometer designed to measure the radiation field in the middle of an
optically thick cloud (the diffusion domain). It can also measure the
surface albedo and escape function. The instrument currently flies on a
C-1SIA aircraft operated by the University of Washington. Most of this
work was performed in support of the FIRE Marine Stratocumulus
Intensive Field Observation program off San Diego during July 1987
although earlier flights of the CAR have also been studied. It is
anticipated that the scientific results stemming from this work will be
published elsewhere. This report _ deal only with the software
developed and provide a survey of the data received.

The theoretical foundation for thls work Is described in King (198i) in
which a method is presented for determining the single scattering albedo
of clouds at selected wavelengths In the visible and near-infrared
wavelength reglons. The procedure compares measurements of the ratlo
of the zenith to nadir propagating Intensities deep within a cloud layer
with radiative transfer computations of the same, Analytic formulas are
derived which explicitly show the dependence of the internal intensity
ratio on ground albedo, optical depth, single scattering albedo and cloud
asymmetry factor. The single scattering albedo and cloud asymmetry
factor enter the solution in such a way that a similarity relationship
exists between these two parameters. As a result, the accuracy with
whlch the single scattering albedo can be determined Is dictated by the
accuracy with which the asymmetry factor can be estimated. A method
of observation is described whereby aircraft measurements of the zenith
and nadir propagating intensities can be used to determine the similarity
parameter as a function of wavelength. Since the fractional absorption of
a cloud depends on the similarity parameter and not on the single
scattering albedo and asymmetry factor separately, this poses no severe
limitation to the method. An accurate knowledge of the ground albedo
and total optical thickness of a cloud are unnecessary for a solution,
provided one associates the wavelength for which the intensity ratio is a
maximum with conservative scattering. Under this internal calibration
approach, uncertainties In the ground albedo are very nearly compensated
by uncertainties in the cloud optical thickness.
King et al. (1986) describes the multi-wavelength scanning radiometer that
has been developed for measuring the angular distribution of scattered
radiation deep within a cloud layer. The purpose of the instrument Is to
provide measurements from which the single scattering albedo of clouds
can be derived as a function of wavelength. The radiometer has a I ° field
of vlew and scans In the vertical plane from 5 ° before zenith to 5 ° past
nadir (190 ° aperture). The thirteen channels of the CAR are located
between 0.5 and 2.S_m and were selected to avoid the molecular
absorption bands in the near-infrared. The first seven channels of the
radiometer are simultaneously and continuously sampled, while the eighth
registered channel is selected from among the slx channels on a filter
wheel.
The processing of the CAR data is performed by a family of programs.
The principal components are CARASCAN, CARANLYS, and PHIPLOT.
CARASCAN ingests the raw data from the original flight tapes and
reformats it. The reformated data can then be viewed using PHIPLOT to
find desirable data for further study by CARANLYS. Appendix A contains
program documentation, a five page example of some of the derived cloud
properties (e.g. scaled optical thickness and similarity parameter), five
quick look plot examples, and a listing of CARANLYS. Appendix B contains
an example of a small part of a plot produced by PHIPLOT and a listing of
PHIPLOT. PHIPLOT is internally documented. CARANLYS is the heart of
the data analysis. The version of CARANLYS presented in this report is
the 7/5/88 version. It has 4 modes of operation.
Mode 0 performs data quality control tests for all the scan lines. It
categorizes the data for each scan llne into one of five groups. This
quality category number (0-4) in conjunction with the plots of phi, the
ratio of the of the upward and downward propagating intensities (from
program PHIPLOT), and other plots produced by CARANLYS (see mode i
below) permit the user to determine sections of data suitable for various
forms of analysis including calculating the similarity parameter and
surface albedo.
Mode i produces a variety of qulck-look plots for the whole scan line range
of the flight or subsets of the data If required. Modes 2 and 3 analyze
selected subsets of the data for spectral surface albedo and spectral
similarity parameter respectively.
Table i-I and I-2 provides a log of all flights of the CAR from Jan. 12,
•i984 through July 16, 1988. It includes information concerning the
duration of the flight, how many data of various types were collected
(columns _Total",_Valld Roll", and _Diffuslon Domain"), and a brief
comment concerning the data quality and quantity. Table 2-i, 2-2, and
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To determine the similarity parameter of clouds from inter-
nal scattered radiation measurements.
I. Procedure
A, Run program CARANLYS following program CARASCAN, which
writes a data tape containing data from the active scan portion of each
scan line, together with the time, aircraft roll, filter wheel position,
condensation status indicator, thermistor temperatures, and other
housekeeping data from the Cloud Absorption Radiometer. Deter-
mine the surface albedo and standard deviations for each channel of
the CAR by running program CARANLYS once for a section of data
beneath a cloud. The control card images and deck structure for run-
ning program CARANLYS are contained in Figure 62.
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ISCANi (N) ISCAN2 (N)
where,
MODE = Mode of data processing
0 Perform quality control tests for all scan lines










2 Derive spectral ground albedo and plot results
3 Derive spectral similarity parameter using individual
scan lines and plot results
Array of wavelengths in ttm
Array of calibration slopes in mW cm-2 pro-1 st1 V-1
Array of calibration intercepts in mW cm-2 pro-1 st1
Array of ground albedo Ag
Array of ground albedo standard deviations
Dummy variable for input compatibility with program
PHIPLOT
Array of first scan lines to be processed
Array of last scan lines to be processed
The formats of the input card images are:
cards 1-5 - 7F10.0
card 6-N - 7110
C. The output consists of the ratio of the nadir to zenith intensities for
each scan and channel of the CAR for the specified scan lines, together
with the scaled optical thickness between the aircraft flight level and
the base of the cloud t = [(1--g)('_c--Z)]and the similarityparameter s =
[(1--c00)/(1--c00_)]112 at 12 of 13 channels of the CAR. Standard devia-
tions of t and s(l) are also calculated.
Comments
A. Program dimension statements valid for 20000 scan lines, 13 wave-
lengths, 50 segments of data, and up to 1000 data points on an individ-
ual plot. These values can readily be altered in the parameter state-
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F:INt_LV'LECLOUDFIBSORPTI ON _ IOI'fETERDRTFI
DESCRIPT I OH OF PARRIIETERS
MOO£ - ttOOEOF DRTR PROCESSIHG
0 PEFF'ORM_ ITV COHTR(L TESTS FOR FILL SCF¢i LILIES
1 _TE PLOTS FOR F:LL SCRHL IHES Ill'E) SELECTEDCHF_IHELS
2 DERIUE SPECTRPJ.GROUNDRLBEDO_ PLOT RESULTS
3 DERIUE SPECTRALSIMILRRIW PFIRPttETERUSIHG IHDIUIDUPJ_
SCF:IHL IHES AND PLOT RESULTS
IJUL. - _ OF MFK/ELEHGTHSIH t'll(:_
CRLSLP - _ OF CALIBRRTIOH SLOPES IN IIJ/(CM_*2--HICROH-SR-U)
C/].IITI" - FiRRRVOF CALIBRRTIOH IHTERCEPTS IH I'¢I/(_-MICROH-SR)
- FIRRF_ OF 6ROUI'IDFLBEDOS(I.IRUELEI_TH)
SIGR6 --' _ OF GROUNDAL.BEDOSTFIHDFtRDE'UIRTIOHS (M,qUELEHGTH)
IPRIHT - DUMMYUARIRBLE FOR IHPLTrCOMPFiTFIBILITVIJITH PHIl>LOT
ISCRIt! -_ OF FIRST _ LILIES TO BE PROCESSED
I_ - _ OF LRST SCF:iHL IHES TO BE PROCESSED
StI6f_X/TIHES_ FI.IPICTIOHSJ._PI_)C_OklSREQUIRED
RERD5
_ LIST ORTR CI:_DS_ I:_'UIHDIHPUT lOGICAl_IJHIT5
CFFIDRT(MODE, HUMSCH, II:¥:lSS, ICH, IELEC, _SLP, CRL1NT,
IS_..J::II41,SC/:I142,HFLT, HPASS, HSCFIN,KSCFIH,ITI_, ROLL,
IHTFLX, K_S, PHi, NCHS)
REAl3RI_ DATA FOR _ LIPIESBETIJEEH ISCTINI FOlDISCI::IN2
STOEU(X, _, XBRR, SiGX)
CRI.CLCRTEMEFIHRI,ID ST_ DEUIATION OF X RRRRV
FIHDS (TSTRR, PHIBFIR, FiG, SUFL)
IMTERPOLRTES RPIDPHI FFIRRVSUSIHG SPLIPE UNDERTEHSIOH
SEZMXY(L_, LF_X, I_. X; V, HPTS, MP_, IDXV, LTVP, LF_,
L_C, _PRT, SVMBOL,_WH, _, VMtH, VMRX>
AH X-Y PLOT MIXIHG Ctq_JES_ SYMBOLS, OR dUST SYMBOLS
•.o_, OR JUST Ct_S _.0_, USI_ _ _TOG_ ROUTI_S
DESCRIPT ION OF I HPUT DRTA DECK
MODE
CFLSLP( 1) . CFCSLP<13 )
RGO(1) RGO(13)





D IMEHSIOH STATEMEHTSUFL!D FOR HSCH UP TO tIUMSCH
01MEHSIOH STRTEMEHTSURLI D FOR HPI:ISSUP TO I PRSS
O!MEHSION STFI_S URL!D FOR HCHRHLIP TO I CH
UFFIII:_BLEIHTFI__ COHTRIHSUP _ DOk_tFLUY,ES FOR MODE= 2, PIPE)


























8/18/86 - TO ?/81/85 UERSIOH, ROD 11flt4U_ GRIfl RDJUST11EHTliPID
TIED 1:)0141tCOSIHE C011PRRISOHFOR DRTR URLIDRTION
7/02/87 - TO 8118/86 UERSIOH, IMPLEHEHTQURLITV C011TROLTESTS
IN _111E VFILID8
3/23/88 - TO ?/13"2/87_I011, F:IDDUPIDOIJ11_ _ STATISTICS
FIND_ PLOTTIHO (SIE_ FR1311IJJIJ)
4/04/88 - TO 3/23/138UERSION, ADD HEg IIODETO GET QUICK LOOK
PLOTS FOIlFILl.SC:RHLIHES (111EIJ110[DE= I) F:H)IIFIKE
PROGF¥1M_TLY SlI46LEPFIECISIOPI
5/09/88 - TO 4/04/88 _I014, _ 140DETO PROC-ESS IIiDIUI[AJRL
SC:RHLINES FINI)PLOT RESULTS (HEW _ = 3)
6_/88 - TO 5/C_/_8 UE]:ISI011,FIDD_TIHIE llIT_ TO IHTEGRRTE
THE INTEHSITIES FOR F_FP.H_ TO GET UPWFFIDRI4DDOW11-
FLUXES FOR 1100E2 (C,ROUI_ F¢.BEDOCRLCLJLRTIOHS)
7/135/88 - TO 6/22/88 UERSI011, FiDDWRUELEHGTHDEP_ OF
OPTICRL THICKNESSTO HOOE3 (DRTR RHRLYSIS)
FETERB4CES
KIH6, I1. D., 1081: J. RTIIOS. SCI., 38, 2031-2044.
KIHG, 11. D., I1. G. STRRHGE, P. LEONE, RHD L. R. BLRIHE,
J. RTIIOS.OCEFI11.TECH., 3, 513-522
1985:
_TF_.R (t'K.IMSCH= 1613130,IDXY = 113130)
PFIRPJIETEFI( PFISS= 50, ICH = 1:3,IELEC = 8, 11FC(_ = 3)
CHI_TER* i _ (HI:ECRU)
ClmP.RCTER*60LReO,LI_X,_
PRECISION X( IDXV,11P,XCRU),Y(IOXV,11RXCRU)













DI11EHSIOHPHi (_, IELEC),T(_, ICH),S(HLqlSCH, ICH)
DI11EPISIOttPHIB( ICH, IPRSS), SIGP( ICH, IPRSS),LSC_I1( ICH, IPRSS)
DII_HSIOH SW=P_(ICH, IPRSS),SIGS(ICH, I_)
DI11EHSiOPIKSCF:I11(PER1SCJ_),ITI11E(I_J11SCH),ROt.L(HU11SCH),_(HU11SCH)
DI11EHSIOH RRTI0 (HU11SCH),UF_(H1.111SC11),D11(11U11SCH), TURLUEX11UMSCH)
Di11E11SIOH SUFL_(_), 1SCRHI( 1PRSS_, 1SCRH2(IPRSS), 11SCRH(IPRSS)
DI_iOH T11ERH(ICH,IPt:LSS),SIGT(ICH, IPRSS),TRU(ICH, IPFISS)
SI GTRU( !CH, IPFISS), 11PTS(MRXCRU), RECG( I CJ_), LSCH( I CH)
WUL(I CH), _SLP( ICH), CRLIHT( I CH), RGO(ICH), SiGR6(ICH)
6( I CH), TSPEC(I CH), TPSPEC(I CH), PHI RUO(!CH), SIGRU6(ICH)
QP/O. 714t, ! SCEI_/O/, LSCH1/550*0/
6/13.85334, O. 84675, O. 84317, O. 83881, O. 83280, O. 92677,
0.82452, O. 81344,0.80_5, 0. DO543,0.80339, 0.79775,
O.DOI?O/
TSPEC/14.282, 14.475, 14.553, 14.678, 14.843, 15.007,





IHITIRLIZE SPECTRRLSCRLEDOPTICRL THICKNESS RRRRY
DO 5 HC = I,HCI'IRH
RECG(I'IC) = 1.0 / (1.0 - 0(11C))

























RERD (5, 1010) (SIGRG(NC),I4C=I, ICH)
RERD (5, 1000) IPRINT




ISCRH1, ISCRH2, HILT, 11PRSS, HSCRH, KSCFIH, ITIrlE,
ROLL, ItTTFLX, KOUHTS, PHI, I'1C1-18)
IF 140[E = O, PROCESS CHRHI_L 1 DRTR TO GET OUTPUT TRBLE SHOHIHG
THE T IlIES RT I,IHI CH THE CLOUD RBSORPT11314RRDIOHETETt OBSERURTI ORS
IN TIIE DIFFUSION DOI4RIN
IF (I'_DE .EQ. O) t'ICI.IRN = 1
BEGIN FBIRLYSIS OF R IRCRRFT DRTR FOR ERCH GROUP OF SCRH LILIES
DO 140 liP = 1,11PRSS
ItSCh = hSCRl'l(l_)
ISCSTR = ISCEhD + 1
IS(3_ - ISCE_ + NSCH
IF (hSCtl .LT. 2) 60 TO 140
DO 20 I = 1,1DXY
X(I,I) = ISCI_11(11P)+ I - 1




BEGIN RNRLYSIS OF R IRCRRFT DRTR FOR ERCH CHFCff4E1.
DO 120 tiC = 1,E:HI_
HC8 = HC
IF (HC .GE. IELEC) HC8 = IELEC
IF (110DE .EQ. 1) GO TO 60
BEGIN Fltfl:LYSIS OF RIRCRRFT DRTR FOR ERCH SCRlt LIhE
LSCRH = 0
LSCH(HC) = 0
DO 50 I1 = I SCSTR, I SCEI4D
IF (N .EQ. ISCSTR) THEN
IF (IIOOE .EQ. 2) THEH
WRITE (6, 1020) 11C,I',IFLT,I,KA_(I'IC),FIGO(I'IC),SIGRG(I_),
CRL.SLP(11C), CRL I ITT(NC)
ELSE
HRITE (6, 1030) t,IC,HFLT,I,A,eL(HC),R(Y3(RC),
S I GF_G(HC), CRLSLP(I"IC), CP,L iHT (I"IC)
ERD IF
IF (tiC .EO. 1) THEH
IF (R60(1) .EQ. 1.0) RGO(1) = 0.0











IF (RGO(2) .EQ. 1.0) RGO(2) = 0.0
DEI'I2 = 1.0 - AGO(2)
B'ID IF
B'ID IF
IF (4NC .GE. IELEC) .RND. (14CI-184H5 .HE. !tC55 GO TO 50
IF ((PHI(H,I'ICS) .LIE. 0.05 .RHD. (MODE .GT. 255 GO TO 50
IF (LSCRN .GT. 15
IF 4MOD4LSCRN,495 .EQ. O) TI-EH
IF (MODE .EQ. 25 THEN
i_ITE 46, 10205 HC, HFLT,I.M.(HCS, ROO4NCS,
S I6R6 (I'IC), CRLSLP(1_ 5, CRL IHT (l'lC 5
ELSE
WRITE(6, 10:305 14C,HF'LT,I,,IUL(NC),RGO(14CS,




LSCRN = LSCRN +' 1
LSCt'I(HC) = LSCBI4
LSCHI(NC, HP) = LSCHI(HC, NP) + 1
IHR = IT II"IE(H)/10000
IMI'It = ITIME(H)- tO000*il-IB
Irlll = 114H1/100
ISEC = 114141- 100"IM11
IF ((MODE .EQ. O) .OR. (I'IODE .EQ. 2)5 GO TO 40
CO#tPUTE SCRLED OPTIC-i_ DEPTH FOR II'IDIUIDURL SCRN Lille
RSSLiltlI"[6 COi_ERURTIUE SCRTTERIN6 IN CHt:H4ELS 1 OR 2
IF (l'lC .OE. 2) GO TO 30
TCH1 = (1.0 + PHI(N, 155 / 41.0 - PHI(H, 1)) -
4.0 * RGO(1) / (3.0 * DEH1) - QP
TCH2 = 41.0 + PHI(N,2)) / (1.0 - PHI(H,25) -
4.0 * RGO(2) / 43.0 * DEH25 - QP
IF (TCH1 .GE. TCH2 * TPSPEC(1)_C(2)) TI-EN
T(It, 1 ) = TCH1




T(H, 1) = T(N,25 * TPSPEC(1)/TPSPEC(25
S(H,25 = 0.0
ErE) IF
COMPUTE SIMILARITY _ FOR NOHCOHSERURTIUE
Ci.Bit'B.S
IF ((HC .EQ. 2) .RltO. (S(H, 1) .liE. 0.055 GO TO 40
R6 = RGO(I'IC5
IF (FIG .EQ. 1.O) FIG = 0.O
T(H,I'IC5 = T(H, 15 * TPSPEC(I'IC)/TPSPEC415
CRLL FINDS (T4N,t,ICS, PHI(H, NC85, RG, S(N,NC))
PRINT OUT TABLE OF PROCESSED DRTR FOR ERCH SCRN L I I'IE
IF (MODE .EQ. 2) THEN
kFklTE (6, 1040) KSCRH4HS,ROLL(H), IHR, IIIH, ISEC,



















IF (MODE .EQ. O) THEII
URITE (6, 1040) KSCRII(H),ROLL(N), IHR, Irll,l,ISEC,









Fi41(N, IV£8),T(H, _ ),S(ti,FIC)
EI_ IF
B4D IF
RRTIO(LSCRN) = PHI(fl, HCS)
UP(LS_eIN ) = I Hll=LX(N, HCS, 2)




EI4D RI'IRLYSIS OF RIRCRI:W_ DRTR FOR ERCH SCRN LIHE
IF (LSCRN .LE. 1) GO TO 120
CRLL STDEU (RRTIO, LSCRN, PHIB(HC,I'IP), SIGP(HC,HP))
CFLL STDEU (UP, LSCRN, _, SIC-_..P)
CRLL STDEU (DN, LSCRB, Dt'lt'E_, SI6OI4)
IF (ll0OE .GT. 2) THEH
CRLL STDEU (TURLUE, LSCRN, TI1ERh(HC,HP), SIOT(HC,HP))
STD_ (SURLUE, LSCRI'I, StlERI,I(r, IC,HP), SI6S(ItC,I',IP))
TRU(IIC,NP) = RECO(I'IC)* TIIERII(IIC,HP)
SIGTRU(HC, HP) : RECG(HC) * SIGT(HC,HP)
HRITE (6, 1050) LSCRPI,PHIB(I,IC,HP),SIGP(ttC, HP),UPriERPI,
S 16UP, D_ERH, S I GOb, TIIERH(HC, HP),
S IGT (I'IC, 1'4P), TRU(HC, HP ), S I GTRU(HC, HP),
srE_(NC, HP), S IOS(HC, HP)
ELSE
IF diODE .EQ. O)
I_ITE (6, 1055) LS_II4,PHIB(I'IC,I'4F'),SIC, P<I'IC, I'IP),
UPtE_, S IC-UP,DHtlERN, S I C,DIt
ELSE
WRITE (6, 1060) LSCRN,PHIB(HC:,HP),SIC.,P(HC, HP),
t.IPI'E_, S IGUP, DI4_RH, S !GDH
EHD IF
EHD IF
PLOT ZEH I TH RIB HADIR PROPRGRTIHG I ffl"EHS IT I ES OR FLUXES
RS R FUNCTION OF SCRH _EI___ FOR SELECTED CHRHNELS
IF ((IIODE .EQ. 1) .FIND.
((HC .EQ. I) .OR. (I'IC.EQ. 2) .OR. (I'IC.EQ. 3) .OR.
(HC .EQ. 9) .OR. (14C .EQ. 12)) .OR.
(MODE .EQ. 2) .OR. (IIODE .EQ. 3)) THEN
LRBX = 'SCRt'II'IUtlBER$'









WRITE (LRBG, 1070) MFLT,14C
IF (MODE .EO. 2) THEN
LRIB9 = ' FLUX (MW/ (CM_2-M ICROM) )$'







DO ?0 M = ISCSTR, ISCEMD
LSCRH= KSCRH(H) - ISCRHI(I'IP) + I
IF ((I"IC .GT. 7) .FtHD. (I'ICHe(H) .HE. HC))Ti-IEH




Y(LSCRI4, 1) = IHTFLX(H, HCS, 1)




XMIH = I SCFIHI(HP)
XI'IRX = I SCFtH2(I',IP)
YI'IIH = 1.0D-4
VtlRX = 0.0130
HPTS(1) = ISCF_(HP)- ISCAHI(HP)+ I
t'IPTS(2) = 14PTS(! )
SVI'IBOL(I) = 'L'
SVHi31_(2) = 'L'
CALL SE21_ (LABO, I_RBX, LP,BY, X, Y, I'IPTS, I'IN'P/, IDXV,
LTYP, I.ROW, LBAC, I'IPRT, SVI'BOL, XHIN, XI'IAX,
VII I H, YMRX)
PLOT llTI'EHSITY I_TIO OR GROL_ ALITr.DOAS R FUHCTIOH OF
SCRI'I_ FOR R SIHGLE CHFC'IHEL
WRITE (LRBO, 1090) HFLT,NC
= "PHIl" _
IF (HODE .EQ. 2) THEH
WRITE (L.FIB6,1100) HF'LT,HC




DO 80 M = ISCSTR, ISCEHD
LSCF_I = KSCRH(H) - ISCAHI(14P) + 1
IF ((Y(LSCAH,3) .LE. 0.0130) .OR.
(Y(LSCP,14,3) .GE. 1.0130)) THEH
Y(LSCF_I, 1) = 1.013+36
ELSE
NPHICA3= NPHIGD + I























C/ILL _ (L/:i_, LRBX, LR_, X, Y, I_TS, MRS,
IDXY, LTVP, LROW, LBRC, NPRT, SYMBOL,
XMIN, XMP_(, YMIM, VMAX)
PLOT SCRLED OPT ICRL DEPTH RHD OPT ICFL DEPTH RS R
FUHCTIOH OF _ Ht,CBER
IF (MODE .HE. 3) 60 TO 120
IF (NC .EQ. 1) THEH
HRITE (I.RB6, 1110) HFLT,HC
LRBY = 'SCALED OPT ICRL DEPTH (TOTAL - 91RCRPG_)$"
DO 90 N = ISCSTR, ISCEHD
LSCRH = KSCRH(N) - ISCRHI(HP) + !




CALL SEZMXY (LABG, LABX, LRBY, X, Y, I'IPTS,MANY, IDXY,
LTVP, LROH, I.BRC, HPRT, SYMBOL, _11H,
XMRX, YMIH, YMRX)
WRITE (LAI_I3,1120) HFLT,I'¢
LRBY = 'OPTICRL DEPTH (TOTRL - RIRCRFIFT)$'
DO 100 H = ISCSTR, ISCEHD
LSCRN = KSCRH(H) - IS_I(HP) + I




C_ILL SE214XY (_, LAB:(, I_RBY, X, Y, I'IPTS,14AHY,
END IF
IDX'Y,
LTYP, LROM, _, HPRT, SYMBOL, XMIH,
XMAX, YMIH, VtIRX)
PLOT $1MILRRITY _TER RS R FUNCTIOH OF SCRH hIJMBER
FOR R SlPIGLE
WRITE (LAB6, 1130) HFLT,HC
LRBY = 'SIMILRRITV PRRfCIETER$'
DO ! 10 14 = ISCSTR, ISCEDE)
LSCRPI = KSCRH(H) - ISCAHI(I_>) + I
IF ((Y(LSC_,3) .LE. O.ODO) .OR.
(Y(LSCRPI,3) .GE. 1.000)) THEH
Y(LSCRH, I) = 1.0D+36
ELSE




YIIAX = I. ODO
SE_ (LABG, LRBX, _, X, Y, flPTS, MFII'Ft,
IDXY, LWP, LROM, LBRC, HPAT, SYMBOL,
XMIH, XMRX, YMIH, YMRX)
EhO IF
COHT II4UE
EDID RIIRLVSIS OF AIRCRAFT DATA FOR EACH PASS, ALL CHRHNELS










IF (IIODE .EQ. 2) THEH
WRITE 420, 1000) ISCRHI(HP), I_(HP)
IJRITE (20, 1010) (PHIB(HC,HP),HC=I, ICH)
WRITE 420, 1010) 4SIGP4HC, HP),HC=I, ICH)
WRITE (6, 1140) HFLT, ISCRH14HP), ISCRH24HP)
ELSE
WRITE (6, !150) NFLT, ISCRItl(HP), ISCRH2(HP)
IF
DO 130 tic = 1,tC'FBH
IF 4MODE .EQ. 2) THEH










(IIOOE .EQ. O) TI-IEH
WRITE (6, 1160) tC,IJUL(HC),LSCH(I'tC),PHIB(HC,HP),
S IGP(I_, HP), R60 (!_), S 16RG(l'iC)
ELSE
WRITE 46, 1160) tiC,
I.M. ( HC ), LSCH(HC), PH IB(HC, liP ),
S iGP4HC, HP), RG041tC ), S i (_R64HC),
SIIERH(NC, tiP ), S I C.,S( HC, liP ),
TRU _HC, liP ), S IGTRU( HC, liP )
EHD Ri'iRLVSIS OF R I_ ORTR FOR RLL GROUPS OF SCRH L IHES
IF (MODE .EO. 1) 60 TO 170
FOR (MODE .EQ. 2) RHD (HPRSS .61". I), CRLCULRTE RIB PRINT OUT
S:UIIIIRRYTRBLE OF RGO'S RHO ERROR'S RUERRGED FOR RLL SCRH LIFE
RRHGES
IF ((MODE .EQ. 2) .Rt'_. (I'F'RSS .GT. 1)) THEH
WRITE (6, 1140) HFLT, ISCRHI( 1 ), ISCRN2(HPRSS)




DO 150 liP = I,t'BRSS
LSCRH = LSCHI(I'iC, HP)
LSC = LSC + LSCRH
SUI'IX = _ + LSCRN'H>HIB(HC,riP)
= SUtIX2 + (LSCRH - 1.O_SIGP(I"IC, hI:_)_JIGP(HC,h'P)
+ LSCRH,H>HI B(NC, HP),H:q-II B(I, IC, HP )
COHTI I'IUE
PHIRU6(HC) = SUI1X / LSC
SIORUG(HC) = SUIIX2 - LSC_>HIRUO(HC)*PHIRUG(HC)
IF (SI6RUG(HC) .LT. 0.0) SIGRU6(HC) = 0.0
SIGRU6(I_) = SQRT4SIGRU6(HC) / (LSC - 1.0))
WRITE (G, 116_3)HC, WUL(I'IC),LSC, PHIRU6(HC),SIGRU6(HC)
COHT IHUE
WRITE (20, I000) ISCRHI(1), ISCRf124HPRSS)
WRITE 420, 1010) (PHIRUO(I',iC),I',IC=I, ICH)
WRITE 420, 1010) (SIGRUG4HC),HC=I, ICH)
REWIHD25
IF
170 WRITE (6, 1170)
STOP
1000 FORMRT(71 10 )
1010 FORMRT(7F 10.4)
1020 FORMRT(IH1,/,gH CHRtClEL:, 13,45X, 14HF'LIGHT NUMBER:, 15,/,
1 1214 I.FIUELEHGTH:,F7.4,SH MICROHS,3OX, 14HGROUHD RLBEDO:,FT.4,
2 41-1+/-,F?.4,/,20H CRLIBRRTIOH SLOPE =,F?.4,
3 2314 rCl/(CM**2-MICROH-SR--U),?X,23HCRLIBRRTIOH IHTERCEPT =,
4 F?.3,21H III,I/(Ctl**2-MICROH-SR),//,21X,4HTIME,3X,
5 2(3X, 51.¢Ot.IHT), 6X, OHF'LLrX(- 1), 6X, 7HFLUX4 1 ),/, 6H SCRH, 4X,
6 41-1_OLL,4X, lOl-I}-FtMIH SEC,4X,4H(-1),4X,3H(1),TX, gtClH / (CH,
7 1314"2 - MICROH),6X,6HRLBEDO,/, 1X,5(1H-),3X,
8 64 11"1-),3X, 104 1H-), 2(3X, 5( IH-)),6X,21(IH-), 6X, 6(1H-))
1030 FOFClRT(1HI,/,OH _:, 13,45X, 141.FLI61-1T NUMBER:, 15,/,
1 12H _TH:,F?.4,SH MI_,3OX, 14HGROUtE) RLBEDO:,FT.4,
2 414 +/-,F?.4,/,20H CRLIBRRTIOH SLOPE =_F7.4,
3 231"! l'¢I/(_-IIICROH-SR'-U),TX,231"ICRLIBRRTIOH INTERCEPT =,
4 F7.3,21H MN/(_-MIORON-SR),//,21X,4HTIME,3X,
5 2(3X,51"ICOUtO'),3X,2?HIHTEHSITY(-I) IHTEHSIW(1), 16X,
6 6HSCRLED, SX, IOHSIMILRRITY,/,6H SCRH,4X,4HROLL,4X,
7 IOHHR HIH SEC,4X,4H(-I),4X,3H(1),4X, iIHHW / (C11._'2,
8 161-1- MICROHS - SR),SX,3HPHI,4X, 13HOPTICRL DEPTH,
9 2X, OHPRRPCETER,/, 1X,5(1H.-), 3X, 6(1H-.), 3X, 10(1H-),
R 2(3X, 5(1H-)), 3X,27(1H-), 3X, 6(1H-), 3X, 134 1H-), 2X, 104 11-1-))
1040 FORHRT( 16,F8.2, 16,214, 17, 18,2F'14.4,F12.4,2F13.4)
1050 FOPJIRT( IBtE)HtlIIBE_ OF S_ =, 16,/,
1 11H i(-t)/I(1),5"X,2H =,FS.4,4H +/-,F7.4,/,
2 61-1 14-1), IOX,2H =,FS.4,4H +/-,F7.4,
3 21H rCl/(CH'_2.-MIOROH-SR),/,.
4 51-1 I(1),11X,21-1 =,Fg.4,4H +/-,F?.4,
5 21H tI4/(ClI_2-MICFIOI4-SR),/,
6 11H SCRLED TRO,SX,2H =,FS.4,4H +/-,F7.4,/,
? 4H TRU, 12X,2H =,FB.4,4H +/-,F?.4,/,
8 21"!$, 14X,21"1 =,FS.4,4H +/-,F7.4)
1055 FORI1RT(18t.E)t,EIrlBER OF SCRHS =, 16,/,
1 11H 1(-1)/1(1),5X,21-1 =,FS.4,4H +/-,F7.4,/,
2 61-1 I (-1), tOX,2H =,FB.4,4H +/-,F7.4,
3 21H MI.i/(CII*=_2-MICROH'SR),/,
4 51-1 141), 11X,2H =,FB.4,4H +/-,F?.4,
5 21H I'_1/ (C11"2--M I CROH--SR) )
1060 FORMRT418HOHUI1BER OF SCRHS =, 16,/,
I 714 ALBEO0, IOX, 1H=,F8.4,4H +/-,F7.4,/,
2 OH FLUX(UP),SX, IH=,FB.4,4H +/-,F7.4,
3 181-ItIJ/(CM**'2-MICROH),I,
4 11H FLUX(DOI.IH),6X, 1H=,FS.4,4H +/-,F7.4,
5 18H Mt,I/(CM**2-M ICROH))











'UPWRRD RHD _ FLUS FOR FLIGHT', 15,
' RHD CHP.HI'EL', 13, '$' )
'IHTEHSITV RRTIO 14-1)/1(+1) FOR FLI_',IS,
' RNO _',13,'$')
'OROUHD RLBEDO FOR FLIGHT', 15,' RHD CHRHHEL', 13,'$' )
'SCRLED OPTICRL DEPTH FOR FLIGHT', 15,
' RHD CHRHHEL',I3,'$')



















1130 FORMRT('SIMILRRITV _TER FOR FLIGHT',I5,' RI'IDCHRHItEL',
l 13,'$')
1140 FORMFIT(1HI,/, 151-1FLIGHT HUMBER:,15,/,21H SCRH HUMBERRRHGE IS,
I 16,3H TO, IO,//, IOX, I(TRJRUELEHGTH,3X,6HMUMBER,/,1X,





























1X,7(IH-), 2X, 10(1H-'), 2X, 8(1H-), 5X, 17(1H-),/)
1H1,/, 151"1FLIGHT t¢IMBE_:, 15,/,21H SCRH I'EIMBERRFCK_ IS,
16,31"1TO, 16,//, fOX, tOI-¢IRUELEH6TH,3X,6tCK.ClBER,/,
tX, THCI-BHI'IEL,4X,6FCIICROH,4X,SHOF SCF_, 12X,3HPHI ,
16X, 1_ RLBEDO,7X,2OHSIMILRRITV P_W1ETER,5X,
I?HOPTICRL THICKHESS,/, 1X,?(1H-), 2X, 10( 1H-),2X,8( 1H-),SX,
17( IH-- ), 2X, 2(5'X, 17( 1H-')),3(I1.1-), 5"X,18(1H-),/)
15,F13.4, I IO,4(F13.4,4H +/-,F'7.4))
1H1,//,36H THE QURLI'I'V COHTROLCRTEGORIESRRE:,//,
51-1DRTR,/, 171-1QUFL OEFIHITIOH,/, 1X,4(IH'-),2X, 10(1H-),/,
3X, 1HO,3X, I_TI:I_E DRTR,/,
3X, 1H1,3X,4OI'g'I_IR IHTEHSITV EXCEEDSZEHITH IITrE_iry,/,
3X, lI-12,3X,381.IIt.CBER OF TIMES DEUIRTIOHS FROMCOSIHE,
291"1CURUECHRHGESIGH IS .LE. 3,,/,
7X,32HFOR _LI BETgEE_ O.g RI'ID -O.g P,_,
44H STRtE)RP,D OEUIRTIOH .GT. O.5*(STDDEU THRESH),/,
3X, 1H3,3X,3'gHSFClPLESTRHDRRDDEUIRTIOH I::ROtg_ COSIHE,
35H CURUEEXCEEDS5,_ OF IIF_RHRIIPL!TUDE,/,
3X, 11.14,3X,35HIIRXIlIUII DEUIRTIOH FROH COSIHE CURUE,
301-1EXCEEDS lOS OF I'F..RHRMPLITUOE,//,
32t.I TIE MOOEOF DRTR PROCESSIHGIS , 11,7H WHERE:,//,
551"! 0 = PERFORMQURLil"V COHTROLTESTS FOR RLL SCRI'!LILIES,
/,4814 1 = PLOT SELECTEDCHRH_LS FOR RLL SCRPILILIES,/,
53H 2 = OERIUE SPEC_ 6ROt.lt,_RLBEDORt,lO PLOT RESULTS,/,
49t.! 3 = DERIUE SPECTRRLSIMILRRI'rV P_ USIHG,
39FI II',IDIUIBJFE. SCRH LILIES RHO PLOT RESULTS)
IHE RER05
RERDSRI'¢I I_ITES IHPUT DRTRCRRDSFROMLO61CRL LIHIT 5
USR6E
CRLL RERD'-5










10 RERD (5, I010,EHD=999)






























































FILE OH UI41T 5 RRE:',
PURPOSE
RERORI RCRRFTDATA FOR SCAN L I PIES BETWEENI SCRi'!1 AND I SCRI42
USAGE
CRLL _T (_, 14UMSCH,IPRSS, ICH, IELEC, _SLP, CFILIHT,
ISCRI41, ISCRI42, I,FLT, 14PRSS,HSCRH, KSCRH, ITIIIE,
ROLE, IHTFLX, KOLIHTS,PHi, HCf-18)
DESCRIPTION OF
MOOE - MOOEOF DRTAPROCESSING
0 PERFOPtlQUALITY CONTROLTESTS FOR ALL _ LIMES
I CRERTEPLOTS FOR ALL SCP,H L IHES Af'lD SELECTEDCHRI4HELS
2 DERILE; SPECTRALGROUHORLBEDO1:11413PLOT RESULTS
3 BERIUE SPECTARLSIMILARITY PARAMETERUSIN_ IHDIUIDURL
SCRN LINES 11140PLOT RESULTS
HUMSCH- DIMEHSIOH SPECIFYIH6 THE IIP,XII1LIM I'EItlBEROF SCRH LIMES
THRT CFIHBE PROCESSED
























THE I'IRXIMUil _ OF OPTICAL
THE IIRXI MUMHUMBEROF ELECTRICRL
SLOPES IN I%I/(CII_'*2'HIICROH*SR*U)
ARRAYOF CRLIBRRTIOH IHTERCEPTS IN MI,I/(CM**2'HIlCRON*SR)
RRRRVOF FIRST SCRI'ILINES TO BE PROCESSED
ARARYOF LRST SCRH L IMES TO BE PROCESSED
PLIGHT HUI'BER
HUMBEROF SCANLINE PAIRS PROCESSED
ARRAYOF 14UtlBERSOF SCRI'ILIME SEOHEHTSPROCESSED
ARRRVOF SCRHLINE I'HIBERS PROCESSED
ARRAYOF TIMES OF PROCESSEDSCRI4LIMES
ARRAY OF ROLL RHGLESFOR PROCESSEDSCAN LINES
ARRAY OF I HTEHSITIES OR FLUXES FOR EACH CHAHNEL
MODE . EQ. 2
UPWRRDRI4DDOWHWRRDPROPAGRTII4GFLUXES
MOOE .HE. 2
UPgRRORt'IDDO_ PROPRGRT1146 IHTEHSI T IES
RRI:_:IYOF I HSTRUMEHTCOUNTSFOR EACH CHRI4HEL
COUHTSFOR THETR = 0 RHO 180 DEGREESFOR EIGHT
CHRHNEI.S




ART10S OF UF1JRRDRHD _ARD PROPRGATI NO IHTEHSI T IES
- ARRAYOF F I LTER POSI T I OHS FOR EACH SCRIt L IHE
SUBROUTINESAHO R.I_TIOH SUBP_ REQUIRED





COt'IPF:II_ EROt SET OF SCRH DRTR FOR CHRHHE]_ 2 RC-RIHST R
COSi HE FUI"ICTIOIt Rt'lO RETURH THE QUALITY COHTROL CRTEGORY
IHTGR8 (_, IELEC, 14SCtl,K, KK, _, FIHGLE, UOLT,
CRLSLP, CRLIHT, GRIN, IHTFLX)
IHTEGRRTE INTENSITIES 0 - ejO DEGREES _ 90 - 180 DEGREES
TO GET _ FIHD UPIJRI_ FLUXES RESPECT IUELY
SUBROUTIHE CRRDRT (HODE, 14LIMSCH, IPRSS, ICH, IELEC, CRLSLP,
1 CFLIHT, ISCRHI, ISCRH2, NL'LT, NPRSS, HSCRH,
2 KSCRH, ITIHE, ROLL, IHTFLX, KOUHI"S, PHi, 14C1-18)
CHRRRCTER*g _! (6),BLRHK, CF>HI
IITrEC4ER*2 i DRTR(3505)
RERL_4 SLOPE, R IHTER
REAL*4 IHTFi_X (I'MISQ4, IELEC, 2)
DIMEHSIOH KOLIMTS(t,LltlSQ4, IELEC,2)
DltlEHSIOH PHI (_, IELEC),LCOUHT(435,8),UOLT(435,8)
DIIIEHSIOH F_IGLE(435), THETR (435), RIIU (435), LCHT2(435)
DIIIEHSIOH CRLSLP(*),CRLIHT(*), ISCRfll('_), ISCF¢12(*), IERR(5)
DII1EHSIOfl HSCAH(*),KSC_(*), ITIrlE(*),RGLL(*),HCHS(*)
EQLIIUt:CEtC,E ( IDRTR( ! 1),SLOPE), ( IDRTR(13),RIHTER)
E(:l(ll_ (LCOUHT( t,2),LCHT2( 1 ))





WRITE 46, 1000) IIOOE
RERO (5,1010) ISCRHt(I),ISCRI_(I)







READ DATA FOR SINGLE SCAN L II'E FROh AIRCRAFT TAPE
15 IF (HSCH .EO. t'RClSCM) GO TO 50
(10, I_,EH_) IDRTA
LSCAI4 = IDATR(5)
CHECK IF SCRft t'EIHBER IS BEYOHD THE EHD OF TIE CURRENT SCAt'!
NUMBER _ OR IF THETIE HAS BEE! A SCRH HUMBER RESET
2O
1
IF (ISCRH2(HPASS) .HE. O) TI-EH
IF ((LSCRH .GT. ISCRH2('t'PRSS)) .OR.
(LSCAH .LT. KSCRH(HSCH))) TI-EH
IF (NPRSS .GE. IPRSS) GO TO 50
























HTOT = HTOT + ]
I',F'LT = IDRTR(10)
HRHGS = IDRTR(20)
DT = lcJO.0 / (HRIIGS- 1 )
DO 25 I = 1,1_
TI_TR( I ) = ( I - 1)*DT - 5.0
COHT IHUE
IF (IDRTR(O) .LT. 128) RROLL = IDRTR(CJ) * FRCTR
IF (IDRTR(g) .6E. 128) RROLL = (IDRTR(9) - 256) * FRCTR
IF (HFLT .6E. !139) RROLL = 4.0 * RROLL
EL I MIHRTE OFITR FOR WHICH TFE_ ROLL EXCEEDS 5 DEGREES OR THE
ZEHITH MERSUREMEHT OCCURS WITHIH O. 5 DEGREE OF THE STRRT
SCRfl PLLSE
FLIGHTS < !160: -4.5 < ROLL < 5.0 = GOOD ROLL
FLIGHTS 1160 OH: -5.0 < ROLL < 4.5 = GOOD ROLL
IF ((RROLL .LT. -4.5) .OR. (RROLL .GT. 5.0)) THEH
IF (LSCRfl .EQ. ISCRIt2(HPRSS)) GO TO 15
GO TO 15
EHD IF
CHRHGE THE SIGH OF THE ROLL FOR THE COHURIR-131R RIRCRRFT
IF (I_LT .GE. !160) FROLL = -RROLL
LTIME = IORTR(4) + IO0_IDRTR(3) + IO000*IORTR(2)
IF ((IORTR(19) .GE. O) .RI_. (IDRTR(19) .LE. 2))THEH
IF (IORTR(19) .EQ. O) GRIH = 0.5
IF (IDRTR(19) .EQ. 1) GRIH = 1.0
IF (IORTR(19) .EQ. 2) GRIH = 2.0
ELSE
IF (LSCRH .EQ. ISCRH2(ItPRSS)) GO TO 15
GO TO 15
EHO IF
HSCRI"I(I"IPI:_S) = t'ISCI_(HP_) + I
HSCH = HSCH + 1
KSCRH(HSCH) = IORTR(5)
ITIIIE(HSCH) = LTIflE
HCHS(HSCH) = IDRTR(6) + 7
_T COUHTS TO UOLTRGE
3O
35
00 35 H = I,HRH_
IOFF = 23 + IELEC_'(N-I)
13(3313 1 = I,IELEC
IHP = lOFt_ + I
LCOUHT(H, I ) = IDRTR(IHP)
UOLT(H, I ) = (LCOUHT(H, I ) - RlffTER) / SLOPE
COHT!HUE i:
COHTIHUE
LOCRTE P I XELS IH THE ZEH ITH RHD HRDI R D IRECT I OHS
ROLL(HSCN) = RROLL













13(340 H = I,_
RI'I6LE(H) = (THETR(H) + SIGH*RROLL) * DEGF_O
RffJ(H) = COS(RNGLE(H))
OlFF = RBS(RIIU(H) - 1.0)




DIFF = RBS(RtIU(N) + 1.07





QLN:ILi'rvCOHTROLTEST (MODEEIT.IRLS0 OR 3)
COI'IPFFE_ 2 DRTR TO COSINE FUI'ICTIOHTO DETERtIIHE IF
DRTR FiRE IN DIFFUSIOH DOMRIH
IF ((MODE .EQ. 07 .OR. (MODE .GE. 3)7
URLID8 (MODE, LSCRH, t'II:CIGS, I0, !180, RI1U, LCHT2,
I (_..IRL)
14SUB =HSUB ÷ !
IERR(IOURL+I) = IERR(IITJRL+I)+ 1
IF (I(KJFIL .GT. O) THEH
HSCRH(I'IPRSS)= NSCI:_(HPRSS) - 1
NSCH = I'ISCH- 1




COI'EERTUOLTRGETO I HTEHSITV OR CRLCULRTEt.FCiR_ FIND
DOI,HJ/:_ FLUXES IF MODE= 2
DO 45 K = I,IELEC
IF ((K .EQ. 1) .OR. ((K .GT. 1) .P,HD. (MODE .GT. 0))) THEH
Iq(=K
IF (K .EQ. IELEC) KK = NCHS(HSCN)
iF ((K .EO. IELEC) .RI'iD. (KK .EQ. 7)) GO TO 45
IF (HODE .HE. 2) THEN
INTFLX(HSCH,K, 1) = (UOL.T(IO,K)*CRLSLP(KK) +
CRLIHT(KK)) / GRIN
IHI"FLX(HSCH,K,2) = (UOI.T(1180,K)'H_RLSLP(KK) +
CFtLII'IT(KK)) / GRIN
ELSE
CALL IHTGR8 (Nl.llSCh, IELEC, hSCH, K, KK, 14Rt¢_.,S,
RH6LE, UOLT, CRLSLP, CRLIHT, GRIH,
IHTF1.X)
Et_ IF
IF ((HODE .EQ. 1) .RHD. (INTFLX(NSCN,K, 1) .EQ. 0.0)) THEN
PHI(HSCH, K) = 10.0
ELSE











I,,BITE OUT SUtIHFIRV,ERROR SUtClPJ:_,RHO PHI TFEILES
50 I.F_ITE (6, 1030) HTOT,HUt'ISCH,HSCH,HPRSS
IF (ISCRHI(1) .EQ. O) ISCRHI(1) = KSCRH(1)
IF (ISCRH2(HPRSS) .EQ. O) ISCRIC2(HPRSS) = LSCRH
IF (MODE .EQ. O) THEH








HROLL = HI"OT - HSUB
URITE (6, 1040) (IE]:g_(I), 1=I,5),HROLL,R1,R2,HTOT
Elt0 IF
IF (MODE .6E. 2)
DO 60 I = 1,HSCH
DO 55 J = 1,6
CHRPHI(,J) = BLRt'g(
55 COHTI I'g.E
IF (PHI (I, IELEC) .HE. 0.0) THEH
IJRITE (CPHI, 1050) PHI(I, IELEC)
IO..l'l = HCHS(I) - 7
_I(ICHN) = Ci:_il
EHD IF
IM1 = ! - 1
IF (IIOD(IMl_56) .EQ. O) I,IRITE (6, 1060) (K,K=I, ICH)




1000 FORllRT(//,3_H THE QURLITY COHTROL CRTE_IES RITE:,//,
1 51-1DRTR,/, 171-1QURL DEFINITIOH,/, IX, 4(1H.- ), 2X, IO(1H-),/,
2 3X, tHO,3X, 151-1ACCEPTABLEDRTR,/,3X, 1H1,3X,
3 40HHRDIR IH_ITV EXCEEDS ZEHITH IHTENSITY,/,
4 3X, 11-12,3X,38Ht,lLC1BEROF TIMES DEUIRTIOHS FROM COSINE,
5 281-1 CURUE CHR146ESiGH iS .I.E. 3,/,
6 7X, 32t.F'OR _ BE'TUEEH O. O RHD -O.CJ Rt,D,
? 44H STRHDRI_ OEUIRTIOH .GT.._ 0.5*(STDDEU- THRESH),/,
8 3X, IH3, 3X, 3gHSANPLE STRHDRRD DEUIRT IOH RROUHD COSI HE,
g 3'5H CURUE EXCEEDS 5% OF MERH RMPLITUDE,/,
R 3X, lI-H.,3X,35FClRXI11UM DEUIRTIOH FROM COSIHE _E,
B 301.1 EXCEEDS 10'_ OF MERH ANPLITUDE,//,
C 32H THE MODE OF DRTR PROC=ES$!HG IS , 11,714 _',//,
D 55H 0 = PERFORM QUALITY CONTROL TESTS FOR ALL SCAN L IHES,
E /,48H 1 = PLOT SELECTED CHANHELS FOR ALL SCAN L IHES,/,
F 5314 2 = DERIUE SPECTRAL GRO_ RLBEDO AND PLOT RESULTS,/,
G 49H 3 = DEll IUE SPECTRAl. S I MI LRR ITY PRRRI1ETER US IHG,






































1030 FORIIRT(1H1,//,41H THE TOTRL I'M1BER OF SCAR LILIES RF_PlOIit =,16,/,
1 52t-I THE I1AXIII._ HUMBEROF SCAML IHES OF URLIO DRTR THRT,
2 191-1CRI'I BE PROCESSED=, 16,/,26H TIE RCTUF¢ I'[.IMBEROF SCRH,
3 32H LIHES OF URLID DRTR _SSED =, 16,/,
4 43H THE t¢IMBEROF SCRH Lille GROUPSPROCESSED=, 13)
1040 FORMRT(//,49H TIE I'M'BE]:I OF SORI4LILIES IN EACH QUALITY COHTROL,
1 141"!CATEC,ORY ARE',//,SH DATA,I, 1514QUAL HUI'BER
2 IOHDEFIHITIOH,/, 1X,4( 1H-),2X,6(IH-), 2J(, 10(1H-), 1,3X, 1HO,18,
3 3X, 15HRCCEPTRBI_EDRTR,/,3X, 1H1, 18,3X, 15HHRDIR INTEHSII'V,
4 25H EXCEEDSZENITH IHTEHSITY,/,3X, IH2,18,3X,gi-CC.IIIBEROF,
5 5514 TIMES DEUIRTIOHS FROMCOSIHE _ CHRHGESIGH IS .LE.,
6 2H 3,/, 15X,41HFOR XMU_ O.g F¢¢) -o.g P,MD STRHORRD,
7 351"1DEUIRTIOH .GT. O.5"_(STDDEUTHRESH), /, 3X, 11"13,18,3X,
8 _ STRHDRRDDEUIRTIOH RROI.H3COSIHE _ EXCEEDS,
9 21H 51 OF t'EFW'IRMPLITUDE,/,3X, 1H4, 18,3X,-flg"6tXIMUI1,
R 4BH DEUIRTION FROMCDSIHE CURUEEXCEEDS 101 OF MERH,
B 1t31-1FtI_ITI._,/,3X, 1H5, 18,3X, 18HROLL OUT OF RRHGE,
C 1H(,F4.1,gH < ROLL <,F3.1, 1H),/,SX,4(1H-),/,6H TOTAL, 16)
1050 F_T(Fg. 5) -_
1060 FORMRT(1H1,/,6t-i SCRH,13(2..X,4N=141(, 12, 1H)),/, 1X,5(1H-),
I 13(2X, 7( 114-)))
1070 FORMAT(i 6,'?F9.5, 6Rg)
BiD
SUBROUT!HE URLID8
COt'F'RREERCH SET OF _ DRTRFOR CI4FCC'IIEL2 RORIHST R CDSIHE
_TIOH _ RETURHQURLI I'Y COHTROLCRTEGORV
USRGE
CRLL URLID8 (MODE, LSCFIfl, I'_P¢_, I0, 1180, RMU, LCflT2, IQtJRL)
DESCRIPTION OF
MODE - MODEOF DRTR PROCESSIHG
0 PERFORMQURL!TY COHTROLTESTS FOR RLL SCRfl LINES
1 CF_TE PLOTS FOR ALL SCRH L I HES RHD SELECTEDCi-PbU4ELS
2 DERIUE SPECTRRL6ROUNDRLBEDO
3 DERIUE SPECTRRLSIMILRRITV PRRRIIETERUSIHG IHDIUIDt,_
LILIES
LSCRH- SCRHL IHE PEIMBER
HRt,16S- HUI'BEROF PI:_r..LS 114RCTIUE SCAN
I0 - IRDEX OF ZEHITH PIXEI.
1180 - 114DEXOF HRDIR PIXEL
RMU - RRRFWOF THE CDSIHES OF THE SCAN FIHGLES
LCHT2 - RRRRYOF TIE SCRH COUHTSFOR CHRNHEL2
I QURL - QURLITY COHTROLCRTEGORIES
0 RCCEPTRBLEDRTR
1 HRDI R II'ITEHSI TY EXCEEDSZEN!TH I NTEHSITY
2 NUMBEROF T !tIES DElllRTI Otis FROMCOSI liE C_E C1-W:_IGE
S11314I S . LE. 3, FOR XMU BETWEEHO. 9 FIPI) --0. g Ri'ID
STRHDRRDDEUIRTIOH .6T. O.54'(STDDEU THRESH)
3 SRMPLESTRI'E)RRDDEllIRTiOH RROUHDCOSI HE CURUE
EXCEEDS5;_ OF MERHRIIPLITUDE
4 MRXIMUMDEU1RTiOH FROMCOSI liE CURUEEXCEEDS 10_ OF
MEAN RMPL!TUDE















PPP_ = NPflSS + 1
I0, 1180, RI1U, LCHT2,
FIHD TIE CHRRRCTERISTICS OF THE COSIHE FU_TIOPI THROUGH THE
ZEH ITH/HRDIR EHDPOIHTS
I'IPTS = 1180- I0 + 1
HPTSI12 = HPTS - 2
LCHTI'E = LCHT2(IO) + LCHT2(IO+t)
= FMJ(IO) + RtIU(IO+I)
IDIU = 2
IF (10 .GT. I) THEH
LCITI"MX = LCHTMX + LCHT2(IO-1)
= _ + RllU(IO-1)
IDIU = 3
EHD IF
LCHTI'E = LCHTrlX / ID IU
P#R.ClX = RtIUtIX / IDIU
LCITI"IIN = LCITI'2(I 180) + LCHT2(I 180--1)
RMUM14 = FiI4U(1180) + FIMU(1180- I)
IDIU = 2
IF (I 180 .LT. HRHGS) TI'EH
LCHTMM = LCMTMM + LCM'I'2(I 180+1 )
RI1UllH = RilUl'ffi + RI41J(I180+1)
IDIU - 3
EHO IF
LCHTIgl = LCHTtIH /IDIU
FClLR'¢I = RrR/rlH / IDIU
COSSLP = (LCHTrE - LCI4"r_)/(FIMUMX - RMur_)
RI1PU'IH = (LCHTMX + LCHTt'B'I)/2.0
COMPP4_ETHE DEUIRT IOH STRT I ST ICS OF' THE DATA FROM TIE COSI HE
FLIHCTIOH WITH THE (:]LIRI..II"V C_Otfl"I:E)LTESTS






IF (COSSLP .LE. 0.0) IQURL = 1
DO I0 I = 1,NPTSM2
DEUI8 = LC14T2(IO+I ) - LC14TM14-
COSSLP*(RI1U( IO+ I ) - RI1UMH)
IF (DEUI8 .GT. DE_) DEUMRX = DEUI8
IF (DEUI8 .LT. DEUMIH) DE'UMIfl = DE1JI8
IF (I .GT. 1) TI'EH
IF ((RI'IU(IO+I) .LE. o.g) .RI'R_.
(RIg..I(IO+I) .GE. -D.g))
I F (DEU 18*DEUSt'I 1 .LT. O. O) _ = t'ICI"II_GE+ l
EHD IF
E]tD IF




























FIRTHMH= SUM / I_'TSM2
STttDEU = S_T(SOM2 / HPTSM2)
IF (ST_'U .GT. 0.5_'_ff) THEH
IF (I_.HI_JE .I.E. 3) THE]t
IF (IQURL .EQ. O) IQUflL = 2
E]_ IF
IF
IF (STI'BEU .GT. SI:EIJI_) TI-IF.H
IF (IQURL .EQ. O) tC_.IRL= 3
EHD IF
((DEU_ .GT. 2.0'I'SDEUt_) .OR.
(DEUHIH .LT. -2.0,1,SDEUI'E)) THEH





IF (HOOE .HE. O) 60 TO 999
IF ((HPRSS .EQ. 1) .OR. (HOD(HPRSS,52) .EQ. 0)) WRITE (6, 1000)




1 29X, 19H2_ITH / HRDIR CRSE,/, 18X, SHPIXEL,/,
2 gX, 4HSC_,SX,SHIHOEX, I4X,6HSTDOEU, IOX, 9HOEU1RTIOH,
3 14X, 6HSRHPLE,2X, 4HORTR,/, 2( IX, 6k_ ),
4 1OH ZEH HRD,4X, 5HSLOPE,4X, 6HTHRESH,6X, 3t_:tX, 5X,
5 3HMIH, 4X, 4FCE_, 2X, 3H+/-, 3X, 6HSTDOEU,2X, _,/,
6 2( 1X,6(1H-)), 3X, 7(1H-), 4X, 5(1H-), 4X, 6(1H-), 4X, 21(1H-),
7 2X, 3(1H-), 3X, 6( 1H- ), 2X, 4( tH- ),/)
1010 FORHRT(16,217, 14,F9.1,FlO.2,Fg. 1,2F8.1, 15,F9.2, 15)
B'ID
SUBF_ I HE IHTOR8
PURPOSE
I HTEGRRTEI NTEHSI T I ES TO GET UPWRRDRHD DOIJtClRRDPROPRGRTIHG
FLUXES RHD STORE IH IHTFLX(HSCH, IELEC,2)
IHTFLX(HSCH, IELEC, I ) RESPECTIUELV
USR6E
CRLL IIfrGR8(_, IELEC, HSCH, K, KK, HRIIGS,RHGLE,
UOLT, CRLSLP, CRLINT, GRIN, IHTFLX)
DESCRIPT I OH OF I_RRRtlETERS
HUMSCH- DIMEHSIOH SPECIFVIHG THE MRXIMUII HUMBEROF SCRHLIHES









DIHEHSIOH SPECIFVii'IGTHE HRXItlUM HUMBEROF ELECTRICRL
CHRPCELS
CURRENTSCRH IHDEX
ELECTRI CRL CHRHPEL I HDEX
SPECTRRLCHRt_EL I HDEX
HUMBEROF PIXELS (RHGLES) IN THE RCTIUE SCRH
RRRRVOF THE PIXEL SCRH RHGLES (RRDIRHS)
RRRRVOF THE UOLTRGESFOR ERCH PI XEL





















CRLIHT - RRRRY OF CRLIBRRTIOH I_TS IN I'¢I/(Cll_*2*MICROH_SR)
GRIH - GRIN USED IN CFLCULRTIH6 THE INTEHSITV
IHTFI.X - RRRRY OF I HTEHSITIES OR FLUXES FOR ERCH CHRHHEL
MOOE . EQ. 2
_O Rt'ID DOi,it,IWRRDPROPRGRTIHG FLUXES
MODE .HE. 2
UPI,IRRD RHD _ PROPRGRTI HG I HTEHS IT I ES
SUBP,OUTIHES RHD _TIOtl St_ REQUIRED
HOHE
SUBROUTIHE IHTGR8 (r,EII1SCH,
l UOLT, CRLSLP, CRLIHT, GRIH,
RERL'_4 IHTFLX(t'RIMSCH, IELEC,2), IHTEH(435)
DIMENSION UOLT(435, 8)
D I ME]4SIOhl Rt,IGLE(435), RHU2 (435)
DIMEHSIOM CRLSLP(*), CRL IHT(*)
PI = RCOS(- 1.0)
10
IELEC, HSCH, K, KK, HRHGS, RI'16LE,
IHTFLX)
DO 10 I = 1_
IHTEH(I ) = (UOLT(i,K)'V'CRLSLP(KK) + CRLIHT(KK)) / GRIM
IHTEH(I) = (UOLT(I,K)*CRLSLP(KK) + CRLINT(KK)) / 6RIH
COHTIHUE
FIND II'E)EX FOR RH6LE CLOSEST TO, BUT .GE., 0 RRDIRt_ (!0)
FIND IHDEX FOR Rt'I6LE CLOSEST TO, BUT .GE., PI/2 RRDIRHS (190)
FIHD It'I3EX FOR RHGLE CLOSEST TO, BUT .LE., PI RRDIRHS (I1BO)
DO OHLV FOR FIRST PRSS FOR THIS SCRH (I.E. CI-IRt'II'EL 1)
0








DO 20 I = 1,HRI'I6S
Rt'IU2(I ) = SIH(2.0'H:U46LE(I ))
IF (RI4GLE(I) .6E. FIHG) THEN




IF (190 .EQ. O)THEN
RI"IG90 = RH6LE(I )
190 = I
ELSE


































DELRHG= (RMGLE(HRHGS)- Rt_E(1)) / (1_ - 1)
19011= 190- 1
IF (RHGgO .EQ. PI/2.0) 19014- 190
F_ = (IHTEH(IO)*Rt'¢I2(IO) + IHTEH(19OM)'_:II_(19011)) / 2.0
DO 30 I = 10+1,190M-1
= FL_ + I HTEH(I I'H:IHU2(I)
COHTIHUE
FLXREF = (IHTEH(19OPi'F¢_2(1901 + IHTEH(11801'H:il'E2(118011 / 2.0
DO 40 I = 190+1,1180-1
FLXIEF = _ + I HTEH(I l'H:k"g.r2(I)
COHTIIILE
FLXTI_ = FLXTRI'I* PI * DELRH6

















(PI / 2.0) - Rt'IGLE(19OM)
F1.XTRH+ (IHTEH(IO_(IO_ +
IHTEH(19OII>H:CflJ2(19OM)*DB..RgO) * PI / 2.0
Rt'IGgO- (PI / 2.0)
PI - RI'IG180
FLXREF + ( tHTEH( 1901*RHU2( I90)*DELRgO +
iHTEH(1180)*RNU2(i|80)*DEL180) * Pi / 2.0
PURPOSE
FIND MERHRHD ST_ DEUIRTIOH OF X RRRRY
SUBROUTIHESTDEU (X, IT'X, XBRR, SIGX)
DESCRI PTI OH OF PRRRM_ERS
X - RRRRYFOR WHICH THE _ PJ'iDSTRI_ DEUIRTIOH RRE TO BE
FOUHD : : : - - ....
.x - .UMBEROFELEMEHTSINX nRRRY
- RF_ITHMETICME_ OF X
SIGX - ST_ DEIJIAT1014OF X ARRAY
SUBROUTIHES RHOFUHCTIOH SUBPROGRFCtSREQUIRED
SUBROUTINE8TDEU (X, HX, _,RR, SIGXI
OIMEHSIOH X(*)
SUI1X = O. 0
_X2_ = 0.0
DO 10 H = I,i"D_
= SLII_ + X(NI
= SUMX2 + X(N)*X(H)
C13NTINUE
XBF_ = SUMX I NX
SIGX = SUMX2 - NX*Y_4_R*XB_I_






































IHTERPOI.RTES RI40 PHI RRRRYSUS114GSPLiHE UIER TENSI OH
USR6E
SUBROUTIHEFII4DS (TSTRR, PHIBRR, 1:16, SURL)
DESCRIPTION OF PRRRMETEBS
TSTRB - (1 - GPI'(TRUC - TRU) FROMCOffSEB_TIUE CHRHHEL(1 OR 2)
PHIBRR - r_ URLUEOF I(-1) / I(1)
1:16 - GROIJ_ RLBEDO
SURL - SIMILI_ITV _ER
SLI_TIHIES RPIOFUHCTIOPISUBPRO6RFI_ REQUIRED
QPHI (S, FIG, T)
DETERMIHESPHI RS R FUtlCTIOH OF S FOR FIXED uRLuES OF R6
_OT
SPLIHT (H, X, F, Ia, .lOP, COSEC:H,R, B, SIGilR, Y)
DETE]_IHES THE PRRRtlETERSHECESSRRYTO COMPUTEP,H IMTERPOLR-
TORYSPLII"IE LIt'IDERTF._IOH THROUGHR SEQUEI'C.,EOF FUt'ICTI OHRL
URLUES
IHTERT (H, X, F, W, COSECH, SIGMR, XBRR, TRB)
IHTERPOLRTESR CURUEliT R GIUEH POIHT USIHG R ,_°LIHE UIIDER
TEHSIOH
SUBROUTIHEFIHOS (TSTRR, PHIBRR, RG, SURL)
O IME'HSIOH F(10:3), X(103), Y( 103), I.l(103), R( 1'04),B( 103), COSECH(1037
DIMEHSIOH lOP(2), TRB(3)
DRTR I OP/2*5 /
SIGMR = 1.0




DELS = 1.0 /HS
DO 10 I = 2,HS
F(HS+I-i) = (I-1)*DELS
X(HS+I-I) = QPHI(F(HS+I-I ),RG,TSTRR)
COHTIHUE
DO 15 I = 1,4
F(HS+4-1) = (I-1)'0.001
X(MS+4-1 ) = QFq'II(F(HS+4-1),RG, TSTRR)
COHTIHt.E
HS =HS+3
CRLL SPLINT (HS, X, F, 14, IOP, COSECH, R, B, SIGMR, Y)









































F'I._TIOH QPHI ($, FIG, T)
OESCRIPT 1011OF PRRRNETERS
S - SIMILRRITY PRRRMETER
R6 - GP_ RLBEDO
T - (1 - O) = (TFR._ - TALl)
SUBROUTINESFII4OFLIHCTI011SUBPROGRRMSREQEIIRED
HONE
FIJHCTI011QPHI (S, FIG, T)
QP = 0.714
IF (S .GT. 0.07 GO TO 10
COHSERURTIUE SCRTTERIH6
RNUM = 3.0" (1.0- FIG) * (T + OP- !.0) + 4.0*RG






SM1 = 1.0 - S
"l'gOT = 2.0 * T


















= (1.0 - 0.08742"S) * SH1 / (1.0 + 1.4767"S)
= (1.0 - 0.68128"S) * Shl / 41.0 + 0.79192_)
= (1.0 + 0.4141r_)* SM1 / 41.0 + 1.8877,S)
= ( 1.0 + 1.8"S - 7. GOT*S'=V:3+ 4.74"S*S*S)/
((1.0 - 0.819"S) * SM1 * SM1)
= (1.0 + 1.537"S) * RLGO(BM)
= 1.0 - _TRR
= 41.0 + 2.0785"S) * SMI / (1.0 + 2.8162"S)
= 1.0 + 0.44257_S
-- ZI**P
= Z I=_'*TWOT
= RH1 * (D - RL*Z) + RG*R14*RN2*Z
= RM1 * (1.0 - D*RL*Z) + RG*RN*RN2*D*Z
=RNUM /ROEN
PURPOSE
DETERMINESTHE _TERS NECESSRRYTO COMPUTERH 114TERPOLATORY
SPLINE _ TEIt_ I0tl THROW R SEQUENCEOF FUHCTI ONRL URLUES
USR6E
CRLL SPLINT (14, X, F, W, lOP, CO_CHI R' ft; SIGMA, Y)
DESCRI PT IOH OF PFIRFitIE'I'ERS
14 - HUMBER OF POINTS 114X AND F RRRR_
X - RRRRYCONTR114114GINDEPENDENTURRI ABLE
F - RRRRYCOHTR!H1146DEPENDENTURRI RBLE














RRRRY I.IHICH DEF'IHES BOUt'ID_ COHDITIOHS TO BE USED
1 2HD DERIURTIUE
2 RUH OUT RT BOUI'BRRY
3 1ST DERIURTIUE
4 PERIODIC
5 1ST DER IURT I LIE CFILCULRTED F'ROM 4 POI lit I HTERPqOLRTIOH
HVPERBOLIC FUHCTI ON F_°,RRY
COSECH(I) = 1. / SIHH(SI6 * (X(I) - X(I-i)))
FFIRRV COHTRIHIt'I60FF-DIR6OHRL ELErlE]'fTS
FRAAY COI4TAIHIfB DII:I_3_'_IL ELEHEHTS
HORI'IRLIZED TEHSIOH _TER
FF_RRYCOtffRIHIHG RIGHT _ SIDE OF"TRIDIRGOHFL SYSTEM
SUBROUTIHES FIND FUNCTION SUBPROGRPkIS REQUIRED
TRIDIP (H, R, B, C, Y, N)
IHUERTS TR I D I R6OHRL llRTR ! X IN ORDER TO SOLUE THE SYSTEM OF
LINERR EQURTIOHS GIUIHG THE 2t'lD DERIURTIUE URLUES
COttIEHTS
X, F, U, COSECH, B, Y _ MUST BE DI_IOHED .6E. H
R RI:FIRV MUST BE DII1E'HSI_ .6E. N+l
IF lOP(l) < 4, g(1) MUST COPITRIH SPECIFIED BOUHDRRY COHDITIOH
IF lOP(2) < 4, 14(H) MUST COflTRIPI SPECIFIED BOUPIDRRYCOHDITIOH
SUBROUTIt'E SPLIHT (H, X, F, N, lOP, COSECH, R, B, SIGMA, Y)
DIMEHSIOH X(H),F(H),IJ(H), IOP(2),COSECH(H),R(H),B(H),Y(N)
BENORttgLIZE TENSION FRCTOR
SlG = SIGI'II:I * FLORT(H-I) / (X(H) - X(1))
SIG2 = SIG * SIG
SIG2'R = 1.0 / SIG'2






COSECH(I ) = 2.0 / (EXPX - I.O/EXPX)
R(I) = SIGHR - COSECH(I)
B(I) = SQRT(1.0 + COSECH(I P_'*2) - SIGHR
Y(I) = (F(I) - F(I-1)) * SI61-F_
COHTI HUE
HN=H
SELECT BOUHDRRY COHDIT IOH RPPROPt_IRTE TO B_ 1
II1< = lOP(l)
TO (10, 15,20,25,30), MK
10 W(1) = g(1) * SIG2R
Y(2) = Y(3) - Y(2) - R(2)*U(1)
R(2) = 0.0
B(2) = B(2) + B(3)
I1 =2
HH = I'111- 1
GO TO 35
15 V(2) = Y(3) - Y(2)








20 Y(1) = Y(2) - W(1)*SIGR
Y(2) = Y(3) - Y(2)
R(1) = 0.0
B( 1) = B(2)
B(2) = B(2) + B(3)
!1 = I
GO TO 35
25 Y2 = Y(2)
B2 = B(2)
Y(2) = Y(3) - Y(2)
B(2) = B(2) + B(3)
!1 =2
I'B'I = I'g'l - 1
GO TO 35
30 RJ = X(I) - ){(2)
R2 = X(1) - X(3)
1:13 = X( 1) - X(4)
R4 = X(2) - X(3)
R5 = X(2) - X(4)
R6 = X(3) - X(4)
g(1) = F(1) * (1.O/R1 + 1.O.AY2 + 1.0/R3)
1 - R2*'R3*F(2) / (RI*R4*RS) + RI*R3*F(3) / (R2*R4*R6)
2 - RI'H_>'*F(4) / (R3'H:LS*R6)
GO TO 20
COtlPLRE B FeE) Y RRP,RVS
35 12=M-2
13040 I =3,12
Y(I) = Y(I+I) - Y(I)
B(I) = B(I) + B(I+I)
40 COHT I_JE
SELECT BOl.jltE)P.e_/COTE)I T 1014 RPPROPRI RTE TO BOUt'BRRY 2
I'lL = lOP(2)
GO TO (45,50,55,60,65), !11.
45 !.114= I.II4 * SIG2R
Y(H-1) = Y(H) - Y(H--I) - A(H)'H.IM
R(H) = 0.0
B(N-1) = B(N'-I) + B(H)
= HI'I- 1
GO TO 70
Y(M-I) = Y(H) - Y(M-I)
B(N-1) = B(M-1) + B(N) + _(M)
R(M) = 0.0
1414 " 1414- 1
GO TO 70
55 V(N-t) = V(N)- Y(H-I)
Y(N) = -Y(N) + _IGR
B(N-I) = B(N-I) + B(N)
R(H+I) = 0.0
GO TO 70




















Y(h) _" Y2 - Y(H)
B(M-1) = B(M-1) + B(M)
B(M) " B(M) + B2
R(M+I) = R(2)
C'O TO ?0
65 BI = X(H) - X(14--3)
B2 = X(M) - X(H-2)
B3 = X(M) - X(M-I)
B4 = ){(14-I)- X(H-3)
B5 = X(M-I) - X(M-2)
136 = X(H"2) - X(M-3)
WM= - B2*B3*F(M--3) / (B6*B4*BI) + Btt_3*F(I'I-2) / (_*B'3*B2)
1 - BI*B2*F(M-1) t (B4*BS_)
2 + F(H) * (1.0/B1 + 1.0/B2 + 1.0/133)
60TO 55
70 _L TRIDIP (HI'l, R(ll), B(I1), R(11+1), Y(I1), W(I1))
130TO (85,75,85,80,85), IlK
W(1) = W(1) * W(2)
GOTO_
80 W(1) = W(M)
85 GO TO (go,gs,ggg, ggg,ggg), IlL
go W(M) = WH
TO ggg





I HUERTSR TRIDIRGOI_ MATRIX iM ORDERTO SOLUETHE SYSTEMOF
LIHEFtR E{A.kqTIOMSGIUIMG THE SECONDDERIURTIUES FOR R SPLIHE
LI_ TEHSIOM
USR_
CRLL TRIDIP (H, R, B, C, Y, W)











- _ COhTRIHII'¢_ RIGHT HP_D SIDE OF TRIDIRGONRL SYSTEM




D(1) = C(1) / B(1)
Z(1) = Y(1) / B(1)
U = C(M)
U(1) = R(1) / B'(1)
DO5 J= 2,1_3
DEN = B(J) - R(J)*D(J-1)
D(J) = C(J) / DEM
U(J) = -R(J) * U(J-1) / DEH
Z(J) = (Y(J) - R(J)*Z(J-.-I)) / DEN



































Bli = Bli - U*U(J)
Vt'l = VII - U'I'Z(J)
U = -U * D(J)
5 _il'IUE
DEH = B(H-2 ) - R(I'I-2 )'1'0(1'!-3)
D(l'I-2) = (C(H-2) - R(H-2PH.I(H-3)) / DEH
Z(H"-2) = (Y(li-2) - R(H-2)*Z(H--3)) / DEH
Ftl'l = RI'! - U*O(H-2)
VII = VII - U*Z(H--2)
DEh = B(t+-I) - R(H-I::_D(II-2)
D(H- 1) = C(H- 1) / DEll
Z(H- l ) = (Y(H-" I ) - Z(l'l-2 )-'l.R(h- ! ) ) / DEll
g(N) = (VIi - Rt_Z(H--I)) / (B(N) - F_'O(H--1))
W(H'-I) = Z(H--I) - D(I'I-I)-'H.i(N)
W(H-'-2) = Z(H-2) - D(l'l-2)w't,l(l"l-1)
Hit =1'1-1
DO 10 J = 3,H!1
K =H-J






IHTERPOLRTESR CURUERT R GILEH POII'IT USII'I6 R SPLIHE UI'BER
TEHSIOH
CALL IffI'ERT (li, X, F, M, COSECH, SI61_, XBFiR, TRB)
DESCRIPTIOH OF PARAMETERS










ARRAYOF 2HD DERIURTIUE URLUESCALCULATEDBV SPLINT
HVPERBOLI C FUHCTIOH RRRRVCOIlPUTEDBY SPLI HT:
COSECH(I) = 1. / sIr,IH(SIG * (X(I) - X(I-1)))
IZED TB'E;I OH PRRRMETERUSED BV SPLIlit
POll,IT RT I..IHICH IHTERPOLRTIOH IS REQUIRED
RRRRVOF DIME]',BIOH 3 COHTRIHIHG THE Pc"TUFCEDFUI'ICTIOH,
1ST DERIURTIUE, Rt,ID21'10DERIURTIUE
SUBROUTlltES RliD FUI'ICTI OH SUBPROGR_SREQUI RED
SEARCH(XBRR, X, H, I)
LOCATESSPLIHE UNDERTEl'ISI OH SEGI'IEHTCOHTRIH I1'16XBRR
COIIMEHTS
X, F, W, COSECHARRAYStlUST BE DIMIENSIOHED . GE. 14
SUBROUTIHE IHTERT (H, X, F, I,I, COSECH, SIGrlR, :_RR,
DlliEHS I Oh X(H), F(li), I.t(H), COSECH(H), TAB(3)
TAB)
DEIIORIIRLIZE TEHSIOH FACTOR
SIG = SIOIIR-'WLORT(H-I)/(X(II) - X(1))
























EXTRRPOLRT 1011 TAKES PLACE.
IF(Y3RR - ;((1)) 10, 10, 15
101=1
GO TO 30
15 IF(XBFIR - X(H)) 25,20,20
201=h- 1
GO TO 30
25 CALL SEARCH C_4:IR, X, N,




;(I = XBP,R - ;((I)
XlP1 = ;((1+1) - XBflR
EXPX = EXP(SIG*;(I )
EXPXP1 = EXP(SIC.r_XIP1)
SIHH = 0.5 * (E;(P;( - 1.O/EXP;()
= -SIHH + D:T';(
SIHHP1 = 0.5 * (EXPXPI - I.O/E'XPXP1)
C_SI-IPI= -SIHHP1 + E30_;(PI
R = (W(I)*SIHHP1 + W(I+I)*SIHH) * COSECH(I+I)
B = <F(I+I) - W(I+I))*XI + (F(I) - H(I))*XIP1
TFtB(1) '= R + B*RFLK
CALCULATE 2HD DERIUATIUE AT ;(BAR
TAB(3) = A * SIG=I=w2
CALCULATE 1ST DERI URT IE RT XBRR
A = SIC.rt(W(I+I) * COSH-H(I)_q;;OSI'F_I) * COSECH(I+I)
B = (F(I+I) - W(l+l) - F(I) + W(1)) * RFLK





LOCATE POSIT I OH IN TABLE OF PO I NT AT WHI CH IHTERPOLRT 1014 I S
REQUIRED
USAGE
CALL SEARCH C_Q3RR, X, H, I)
DESCRIPT IOH OF PflRRMETERS
XBRR - PO INT AT HH I CH I NTERPOLRT I Oh IS REQUI F:ED
;( - FIRRRV COHTAI H!HO I ItDEPE]'ff)EI'fT UFIRIABLE
H - I_JI1BER OF PoIwrS IN X RRRRV -
! - IHOEX SPECIFYIHG SEGHEHT COHTRIMIHG XBFIR
SUBROUTINE SEARCH (XBRR, X, N,
D IMENSIOH ;((h), COH1(6), COM2(6)
DATA B/.69314718/
IF (H .LT. 2) GO TO 20
IF (;((1) .GT. X(2)) GO TO 25















































IF ((:X]_:IR .GE. X(I)) .RMD. (XBRFf .LT. X(i+I)))RE'I"UPJt











FOF_IFIT(28HSEARCH H IS LESS THRN 2.0)




RI'I X-Y PLOT MIXING CURt)ESFIHDSYMBOLS, OR JUST SYMBOLS
RLOHE, OR JUST CUP,UES RLOHE, USING NCRRRUTOGRFIPHROUTINES
• USR6E









ENDING II'! $ IF .LT. 60)
- X-AXIS LRBE1. (CHRF_gCTERURFIIRBLELIKE -L_-)
- Y-RXIS LRBEL (LIKE -L.RBX-)
- X_INRTES OF"POIHTS TO BE PLOTTED (DOUBLEPREC. )





OTHEFClISE2-D RRRRYWITH 1ST DIMENSION -10_-, 211D
DIMEHSION RT LERST -HRHY- (1ST DIMENSIOH IS POll'IT
HUMBER,2ND IS CLF_UENUMBER).
- Y-COORDII'IRTESOF' POINTS TO BE PLOTTED (DOUBLE PREC.)
1-D _ IF MRNY= 1, OF DiI1E14SIORAT LERST
MRX ( NPTS(K) )




OTHERWISE2-D RRRFhI WITH 1ST DII'IEttSION -IDXY-, 2HD
DIMI'NSION AT L_T -NRNY- (1ST DIIIENSIOH IS POINT
NUMBER, 21413IS CLFIUENUMBER).
- RRRRYCONTRIN ING NUMBEROF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED FOR
ERCH CURUE; E.G. -HPTS(K)- IS THE NUMBEROF POINTS IN
CURUE-K-
- HUNBEROF CURUESTO BE PLOTTED



































































SPECIFIES TYPE OF PLOT
1 LIMERR X-AXIS, LII_c_RRY-RXIS
2 LII_r.RR X-FL_IS, LOG V-RXIS
3 LOG X-RXIS, LIHERR Y-RXIS
4 LOG X-RXIS, LOG Y-P_IS
SPECIFIES DIMEI_SIE_I OF X RRRRY
I -X- IS SINGLY DIMEHSIONED (RLL CURUESHAUE SRME
X-RRRRY)
2 -X- IS DOUBLYDltlEI4SIOHED (EACH CURUEHAS ITS OWH
X-RRRRY)
SPECIFIES BRCK_ OF GRAPH
1 PERIMETERBRCK_
2 GRID BRCKGROUI4D(SRME RS 1 BUT T I CKMRRKSCOHHECTED)
3 HRLF-RXI S BRCKGROUHD
4 HO BRCKGROUHD
SPECIFIES PRTTERHOF SUCCESSIUECURUES
1-6 FIRST CURUEFOR 1441CHSYMBOL= 'L' USES THE; INTER-
_LIME PRTTET¢I -DSHI_(14PRT)-. OTHERCIJRUES
USE SUCCES_SIUEP/_TTE]APfSIN -I_SFL-CYCt.ICRLI.Y,
REPEAT11'16RFTER _ SIX114 PRTTERH. THE DEFRULT
-DSHL- CONTAINS:
DSI-IL(1) = SOLID LINE, DSI-IL(2) = DOTTEDLIHE,
DSI-IL(3) = LOHG-DRSHLIHE, P,I"ID3 MOREDOT-DRSH
PRTTERNS, THE USER MRYREPLRCE IT RT gILL.
<0 USES SOLID LINES WITH LETTERS EMBEDDED: THE FIRST
LETTER USED IS _ ONE WITH HUMBERRBS(NPRT) IH THE
FC.PHP,BET. OTk_ZRC_S USE SUCCESSIUE LETTERS,
CYCLING BRCK TO 'R' FF'rER'Z' IS USED.
RN RRRRYOF SIN6LE CHRRRCTERS,ONE FOR ERCH CURUE;
IF SYMBOL(K) = 'L', THEN CURUE-K- IS PLOTTED RS R
LINE WITH PRTTERHDETERMINEDBY 'NPRT'; OTHERglSE IT
IS PLOTTEDRS t.W..OH_CTED SYM_LS RT THEDRTR POIHTS,
USIMG -SYMBOL(K)- RS THE PLOTTING SYMBOL(TO GET DOTS,
RS IN R SCRTTEFPLOT, USE R PERIOD).




_T I MES RI4D FUNCTI OH SUBPREN3_ REQUI RED
I,RTBRD (VARI'IRM,ERFLRG)
I_ I TE HRMESOF ERROHEOUSURR!RBLES
ERRMSG(MESSRG, FRTRL)
PRIHTS OUT R gRP_IHG OR ERRORI1ESSRGE; RBORTIF FRTRL
COMMEHTS
RSSUMES X, Y, XMIH, XI'IRX,YMIH, YMRX RRE DOUBLEPRECISIOH
SETTIHG XMIH, XI1RX, YMIH OR YIIRX "1"(3ZERO FORCES 'SEZMXY' TO"FIND
THE CORRESPONDi1113URLUED iRECTLY FROMTHE ' X' OR 'Y' RRRRY
'HPTS' IS 140£1RH RRRRYRRTHERTHRI4R SCRLRR
60-CHRRRCTERLRBE1.S_ HOg RLLOI_D
IF FOR SOMERERSOHYOU WPJ4TTO OMIT R POIHT, SET EITHER ITS
X- OR Y-URLUE TO 1.E+_5 (THE DO-HOT-PLOT-ME FLRG)
REFERENCES
KEHHISOH, D., led85: AUTO, THE UHRBBI_ WRITEUP, HCAR
TECH. HOTE TH-245, PP. 119-121.
C_IBROUTIHE SE2Tt_ (LRBG, LRBX, I_R_, X, Y, HPTS, IIRi_, IDa, L'rvP,
1 LROg, I_BRC, NPRT, SYMBOL, _]llH, XT1RX, Vl'IIH,
C
CHRRRCTER* 1 _ (*)
CI-IRRI__ LRBO, LRBX,
INTEGER IDXY, LTVP, LROg, LBRC, IIRI_, IIF'TS(*)







PRRRPETER (MP3:PT = tO00, MR3O<:RU= 10)
DII_r_HSIOH XX(MRXPT, lIRa), W(flRXPT, HRXI<RU)
X_llN, X)31RX, Y_IIN, YYttelX, OMITIT
ORTR DSHL / 65535, 21845, 63?36, 60335, 58255, 4596?,
1 65535, 21845, 63736, 60335, 58255, 45967 /
DRTR OHITIT / 1.E+36 /




IF (LEH(LRBG).GT.60) CRLL WRTBRD ('LRBG', IHPERR)
IF (LEH(LRBX).GT.60) CRLL URTBRD ('LRBX', IHPERR)
IF (LEM(LRBY).GT.60) CRLL URTBRD ('LRBY', IrtPERR)
IF (ID_.LT.2) CRLL URTBAD('IDXV', IHPERR)
IF ((_ .LT. !) .OR. (ilRI?/ .GT. 25))
1 CRLL I,IRTBRO ( 'IIRI_', IHPERR)
IF ((LTVI :> .LT. O) .OR. (I.TVP .GT. 4)) CRLL URTBRD ('LTVP', IHPERR)
IF ((LROU .LT. 1) .OR. (LROU .GT. 2)) CRLL URTBRO ('LROU', IItPERR)
IF ((LBRC .LT. O) .OR. (LBRC .GT. 4)) CRLL URTBRO ('LBRC', IHPERR)
IF ((HPRT .Eli. O) .OR. (HPRT .GT. 6)) CRLL URTBRD ('NPRT', INPERR)
HPTIIRX = 0
DO 5 K = I,MPJ'IV
HPllIRX = MRXO (ItPTHRX, HPTS(K))
IF (HPTS(K) .GT. IDXY) CRLL WRTBRD ('HPTS', IHPERR)
IF ((HPTS(K) .LT. 2) .RHD. (SVMBOL(K) .EQ. 'L'))
1 CRLL WRTBRD (' HPTS', IHPERR)
IF ((HPTS(K) .LT. 1) .RHD. (SYMBOL(K) .HE. 'L'))
1 CRLL WRTBRD (' HPTS', IHPERR)
5 COHT IHUE
IF (INPERR) THEN
I_ITE (*, 1000) LRBV, LRBX, LRB6
CRLL ERRMS6 (' SEZ_ I HPUT PRRRIIETER(S ) BRD' • .FRLSE. )
E:HD IF
IF (HPTHRX .GT. MRXPT)
1 CRLL ERRMS6 (' SEZIIXY_ I HCRERSE PRRRMETER _T', .TRUE. )
IF (MRHY . GT. HRXKRU)
1 CRLL ERRHSG ('SEZ_ I HCRERSE PRRRMETER MRXKRU', .TRUE. )
COI__RT PLOT RRRRYS TO S IHGLE PRECI S I OH
DO 30 K = 1,MRNY
LLR = K
IF(LROW .EQ. 1) LLR = 1
















XX(PI, K) = _ (X(M, LLR))
W(H,K) = SHOL (Y(H,K))
IF (XX(H,K) .EQ• OHITIT) VV(H,K) = OHITIT
IF (W(H,K) .EQ. Ot'IlTIT) _(PI,K) = OIIlTIT
COHTI _JE
F ILL _ I flDER OF PLOT _ I,IITH DOM'T-PLOT-ME FLRGS





R_ I D I-_ 1116 HEGRTIUE URLUES BOllB LOG PLOTS
IF ((L'I'VP .EQ. 3) .OR. (LI"VP .EQ• 4)) THEH
NEORT = .FRLSE.
IX) 40 K = I_llRHV
DO 40 H = 1,11PTS(K)
IF (XX(H,K) .LE. 0.0) THEH





I F (tEORT) THEH
I,IRITE (*, tO00) LRBY, LRBX, LRBG





(LTVP •EQ. 4)) THEHIF ((LTVP •EQ. 2) .OR•
HEGRT = . FRLSE•
DO 50 K = I,t'lRt'lY
DO 50 H = 1,HPTS(K)







gRITE (_', 1000) LRBV, LRBX, LRBG




CPLL DISPLR (2, LROg, LT'_)
IF (HPRT .OE. 1) C:RLL RHOTRT (LRBX, LRBY, LBRC, O, 6, DSHL<I'PAT))
IF (HPRT .LT. O) CRLL RHOTRT (LRBX, LRBY, LBRC, O, NPRT, '0')
CUT OFF CURUES OUTSIDE FRR11E








CURUESGO RIGHT TO EDGE OF _ IHSTEROOF PICKING 'NICE'
NINII'EIM RltO I1RXII'RR1URLUES
.IF ((LTYP .EQ. 2) .OR. (LTYP .EQ. 4))
1 CALL RGSETF ('Y/NICE. ', 0.0)
IF ((LTYP .Eq. 3) .OR. (LTYP .EQ. 4))







130 60 K = 1,1"IPCtV
DO 60 N = 1,1'IPTS(K)
IF (XX(H,K) .HE. ONiTiT) THEN
X)311N = RIIlNI(XXIIIH,)C((N,K))
XXtt_ = RIIRXIOD3'IRX,)OC(N,K))





IF (XTIIN .HE. 0.01 )ZXIIlN = SNGL(XillN)
IF (XI'IRX .HE. 0.01 XXI1RX= SHGL(XllRX)
IF (Vl'llN .HE. 0.01 VVIIlN = SI'IGL(VI'IlN)
IF (YI"IRX .liE. 0.01 _ = St'i_(YI'RX)
IF (XlllN .EQ. 0.01 XI'IIN = OBt..E(X3QIlM)
IF 031P,X .EQ. 0.0) )01RX = DBLE(_3"IEX)
IF (YItlN .EQ. 0.0) YMIM = DBLE(YVMIM)
IF (YI1RX .EQ. 0.0) VIIRX = DBLE(Y'_RX)
IF ()3(111N .GE. )CXHRX)
IJRITE (*, 1000) LRBY, LRBX, LRBG
CRLL ERPJISG('_--MIN RltD/OR MRXOF X-RP,RRV BRD',
RETLI_
END IF
(YYMIN .GE. Y"_HRX) TH_
I_ITE (*,1000) LRBY, LRBX, LRBG
CRLL ERRMS6 ('SEZIIXY--NIH AND/OR HRX OF Y_P.C6J BRD',
RETURH
EHO IF
mCRLL RGSETF ('X..q'llH. , ;Ck'lllN)





I1RKETICK llRRKS POINT IN
CRLL RGSETF ('LEFT/HRJOR/IN. ', 0.015)
CRLL RGSETF ('RIGHT/11RJOR/IN. ', 0.015)
P_,_L RGSETF ('BOTTON/MRJOR/IN. ', 0.015)
CRLL RG,9>E_('TOP/NRJOR/IN. ', 0.015)
CRLL R6SETF (' LEFT/MRJOR/OUT.' , O. O)
CRLL RGSETF ('RIGHT/IIRJOR,,,'OUT. ', 0.0)
C1:LL RGSETF ('BOTTOM/MRJOR/OUT.' , 0.0)
CRLL RGSETF (' TOP/ItRJOR/OUT. ' , O. O)










Cf:g.l. ROroETF( 'RIC4-1T/MIHOR/IH. ' , O.00?"J)
CRLL RGSETF ('BOTTOfl/MINGR/IM. ', 0.00?5)
CRLL _ ('TOP/MIHOR/IH.', 0.00?5)
CRLL FC.-,SETF( "LEFT/lllItOR/OUT. ' , 0.0)
CALL AGSETF ('RIGHT/MINGR/OLIT.', 0.0)
C/g.L RGSETF ('BOTTOM.,"MIHOR/OLrI'.', 0.0)
CALL AGSETF ('TOP/IIlHOR/OUT. ', 0.0)
SET TOP LABEL
CALL BGSETF ( 'LIHE/Mf_IflUM. ', 60.0)
CALL PR_._TF (' I.RBEL/HFClE.', ' T' )
BGSE'rl ('LIHE_.', +100)
CALL ROSETF ( 'LIME/CHARACTER.', 0.0!5)
_L _P ('LIHE/TEXT.', LAB6, LEH(LAB6))
DO SE'I"UPTASKS






IF (HPFIT .LT. O) IHC = - 1
DO 100 K = 1,MFIHV
IF(SVi_0L(K) .EQ. 'L') THEN
P_GO.IRU(_D((1,K), 1, V(1,K), 1, HPTS(K), IDSH)
IDSH = IDSH + IHC
ELSE IF (SVMBOL(K) .EQ. ' ' ) THEM
CALL POIHTS (Y,.X(1,K), YY(1,K), r,IPTS(K), O, O)
ELSE





C/g.L _F ('Y/t'IICE. ', -1.0)
CRLL RGSETF ('X/NICE. ', -1.0)
_L FIGSETI: ('Y/MIN. ', OHITIT)
CALL P,GSETF ( 'Y/MAX. ', OMITIT)
CELL Fcl3SE'TF('X/MIH. ', OtIITIT)
CRLL ROSETF ('X/MfiX. ', ONITIT)
RETURM
1000 FORMAT( /," ERROR IH PLOTTING ', A, /, 16X, 'US ', R, /,




WRI TE NAMESOF' ERRONEOUS_ IABLES
USAGE


































- r_lllE OF _OLIS VARIABLE TO BE WRITTEN (CHARACTER,
ANY LEHGTH)
- LOGICAL FLAG, SET TRUE BY THIS ROUTINE







DATA NLIMMSG/ 0 /, MFIXNSG/ 50 /
HurlMsG= _ + 1
WRITE (*,'(3R)') ' **** INPUT URRIRBLE
1 ' IN £RROR '_***'
ERFLR6 -- .TRLE.
IF (HUtt'tSG .EQ. IIRXNS6)









NESSRG- WRRNII'IG OR ERRORNESSRGETO BE PRINTED
FATAL - LOGICRL FLAG
.TRUE. FATAL ERROR, WRITE IIESSRC.-:-:-:-:-:-:sEAND STOP PROCESSING
•FALSE. I.IRI TE ERRORIIESSRGEAND COHTI HUE PROCESSING







DRTR I'EJI'BISG/ 0 /, MAXIISG/ 100 ], ONCE / .FRLSE. /
IF (FRTFIL) THEN




t'E.ClHSG= NUM_ + 1
IF (HUrlMSG .GT. IIRXtlSG) THEN
IF <.HOT. OI'ICE) WRITE (_', 1OOO)
ONCE= .TRUE.
ELSE
WRITE ( _', '(2R)" ) " **_'_"_** I.IRRI411'I6 >>>>>>
EHD IF
RETURH
![300 FORMAT(///,' >>>:'>> TOO _ I.IRRHII46 MESSAGES -- '
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PRO6R_ PHIPLOT - 05116/'88
PURPOSE
PLOT THE PHI DRTR FROH THE CLOUDRBSORPTIOIIRROIOI'IETER
DESCRIPTIOM OF PRRRI'ETET_










RRRRVOF I,,IRUELEHGTHSI H !11CROHS
RRRRYOF CRLIBRRTIOM SLOPES IH I'¢I/(CII**2'HII_'W3R*U)
RRRRVOF CRLIBRRTIOM IHTERCEPTS IH MW/(_ICROt_SR)
FRf:RY OF GROt.lt_ RLBEDOS(I.BUELEMGTH)
OF GROI.Q4DRLBEDOSTRHDRFE)OEUIRTI(NtS (L.RI,ET,.E]_TH)
PRII'fTER PLOTS (. liE. 0 = YES)
ZETR PLOTS ('rEI1PLRTE TO ZETR) (.liE. 0 = YES)
COI_ PLOTS (TEI1PLRTE TO 3'800) (.liE. 0 = YES)
PLOT SCRLIM6, t,M"d_R OF SCRHS_/PLOTTED URLUE
O, 1 - RLL SCRIIS PLOTTED(1'40COIIPRESSIOH) (6 SEC/IM)
2 - 2 SCRHS _ (12 SEC/IM)
"20 - 20 SCRHS_ (120 SEC/IM)
I SCFdtI - _ OF FIRST SCRH L lIES TO BE PROCESSED
IF ISCRH1 .EQ. O, STRRT RT BEGIHIIlH6 OF FILE
I SCRH2 - _ OF LRST _ LILIES TO BE PROCESSED
IF I_l_Ctl'12.EQ. O, EHD RT EOF
SUBROUTINESRHD FUI'ICTIOII _ REQUIRED
REFE)5
RERORHD LIST DRTR CRRDSRrE) REUIHD IMPt,rl"LOGICRI_UHIT 5
CFRI_T (ISC_I, ISCFH42, I.M., CRLSLP, CFLIMT,
HFLT, I'iSC_, KSCRH, ITII1E, PHI, IC1-18,HF'RSS)
RERD RIRCFH:IFTDRTR FOR SCRMLINES BETIJEEHISCRHt RIB ISCRH2
PRIHTR (IJUL, ORLSLP, CRLIHT,
HFLT, I_¢FIH, KSCRH, ITirlE, PHi, ICHS)
_TE PRIHTER PLOT OF PHi DRTR
ZETA (_E, L.IUL, CRLSLP, CRLIHT, It'iOE'X, HPRSS,
HFLT, _, KSCFH4,ITIME, PHI, IC!..18)
CRERTEZETR PLOT OF PHI DRTR
OESCRIPTIOH OF IMPUT DRTR BECK
IIOOE
gUL( l ) gUL(13)
CRLSLP( 1) CRLSLP(13)
CRL|Er ( 1 ) ORLIHT(13)
R60( 1) RGO(13)
PRTPLT Z+ ;Li HROPLT




PROGF_ IS MOSTLY DOUBLE PRECISIOH (EXCEPT PLOT URRIRBLES)
















RRRRVS RRE DII1EHSIOHED FOR UP TO 13 WRUELE]V,6THS
REFEREHCES
KIHG, M. D., 1981" J. RT110S. SCI._ 38, 21331-2044.
MOOI F ICRTIOHS
04/13/88 - RDO URRIRBLE PLOT SCEg.ES (SECS/IM). LIMIT LEHGTH
OF PLOTS TO 30 IHCRES (36 IIIC:HES WITH EHD LRBELS)
ONLY WITH ISCRM1 Rt'B3 ISCRit2
05/16/88 - I'IFg(E ROLL _ GRIM CRLCULRTIOHS COMPATIBLE WITH
_VS
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIOH (R-H,O-Z)
REEg. PHI (20000,8)
OItEHSIOH ICH8(20000 ), KSCRH(20000)
DI_IOH RO0( 13),S1_( 13),i4UL( 13),CRLSLP( 13),CRLIHT(13)
DIMEHSIOH ISCRHI(50), ISCRM2(50),MSCFgt(50)










(IJUI.( I ), I=1, 13)
(CRLSLP( I ), I=l, 13)
(CRLIMT(!), I=1, 13)
(RGO( I ), I=1, 13)
(SIGRG(I 7, I=1, 13)
RERD(5, 1000) PRTPLT,ZTRPLT, HRDPLT,HSCRLE
CALL CRRi_T(ISCRMI, ISCRH2,gUL.,CRLSLP,CRLIHT,
1 HFLT,HSCRH,KSCP, H, ITIHE,PHI , ICHS,HPRSS)




IF (PRTPLT . HE. O) THEH
DO 20 I = 1,HPRSS
ISCEHD = 0
DO I0 II = I,I
ISCE)4D = ISCEMD + I'ISCAH(II)
COHTII'IUE
ISC,STR = ISCEMD - HSC:RH(! ) + 1
_RI'! 1 = HSCRH( I )




ZETR PLOTS IF DES IRED






1010 FOP,t_T(?D 10. O)
EHO
±
DO 30 I = 1,1"_RSS
IHOEX = I
CRLL ZETR(HSCRLE, IRE., CRt.SLP, CRL IHT, I HOEX, I'IPRSS,




































_IIE REHIHDS LOGICFL UHIT 5 SO THE IHPUT IS _ TO BE

















REND RIRCRP,FT DRTR FOR SCF¢ILILIESBETI_ ISCRI"I1RI"IOISCR142
USRC,E
SUBROUTI HE _T ( !SCR141, !SCRH2, IJUL, CRLSLP, CALIHI',
HFLT, 14SLW,I, KSCRH, ITIHE, PHi, ICH8, NPASS)
DESCRi PT IOH OF PRRRMETERS












SUBROUTIIES RI'IO FUHCTIOH SLIBPROGRF¢ISREQUIRED
NONE
- ARRAYOF LAST SCRH L liES TO BE PROCESSED
- RRRRVOF I,IRUELEHSTHS114141CROHS
- RFF_ OF CRLIBRATIOH SLOPES 114MI,I/(CM'W2*MICROH'_R*U)
- RFF_Y OF CRLIBRRTIOH 114TERCEPTS114I'IW/(CM'_'2*141CRO14*SR)
- FLIGHT HUMBER
- _ OF HUMBERSOF SCRMLILIES PROCESSED
- RRRRVOF SCR14LIHE HUMBERSPROCESSED
- ARRAV OF TIMES OF PROCESSEDSCRH LiIES
- ARRAY.OFRRTIO OF 114TEHSITIES AT THETR = 180 DEGREES
DIUIDED BY THE IHTEHSITIES RT THETR = 0 DEGREES
PJW6/ OF F'ILTER POSITiOH FOR EP_-_,C-A-H-LIHE
OF SCRML I14EPAIRS PROCESSED














DESCRIPT IOH OF 114PUT DRTR DECK
SEE HRIH
COMMENTS
SUBROUTIHE IS MOSTLY DOUBLE PRECISION (EXCEPT PLOT URRIRBLES)
RRRRYS RRE DIMENSIOHED FOR UP TO 20000 SCAN LINES
THIS UERSIOH OF CRRDRT IS HOW MRRKEDLV DIFFERENT FROM THE





I HFLT, HSCRH, KSCAH, ITIMIE,PHI,ICHS,HP_S)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIOH (R-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION IHTEH(2,8)
RERL PHI (200(X), 8 ), SLOPE, Y I NTCP
D I MEHSIOH KSCRH(20000 ),ICH8(20000)
DII1EHSIOH LCOUI4T(435, 8), UOLT(435, 8), THETR(435), AMU(435)
D II1EHS I OH IJUI.(13), CRLSLP(13 ), CRLIHT( 137
DII1EHSIOH HSC_( I ), ISCRH1( 1 ), I SCRH2( 1 )
INTEGER*2 I DRTR(3505), I TIHE(20000, 3)
_TER*9 CHRPHI (6),BLRHK,CPHI
EQUI URLEHCE ( IDRTR( 11 ),SLOPE), ( IDRTR(13), Y INTCP)
FRCTR = 180.0D0/(2"11)
SION = 1.0
PI = _(- 1.000)
DEGRRD = PI / 180.000
RERD(5, 1000) ISCAHI(1), ISCRH2(1)





RERD DRTR FOR S I HOLE SCRH L IHE FROM R IRCRFFf TRPE
10 RERD(IO, 1010,END=g0) IDRTR
LSCRH = IDRTR(5)
IF (LSCRH .LT. ISCRHI(HPRSS)) GO TO 10
IF (ISCRPII(PI=I_) .EQ. O) ISCRHI(HPRSS) = LSCRH
IF ((LSCRH .OT. ISCRH2(NPRSS)) .RHD.
1 (ISCRH2(HPRSS) .HE.- 0)7 C_ TO SO
HFLT = IDRTR(10)
NRHGS = IDRTR(20)
OT = 190,000 / (I"IRHC_-I)
13(320 I = I,_
THETR( I) = (I-I)*OT - 5.000
20 CONT IHUE
IF (IORTR(g) .LT. 128) AROLL = IDFITA(g)*FRCTFI
IF (IORTR(g) .OE. 128) RROLI_ = (IORTA(g)-2_)'I4_ACTR
I F (HFLT .GE. 1130) RROLL = 4. ODO_RROLL
IF ((RROLL .LT. -4.5007 .OR. (RROLL .GT. 5.01307) THEN















THE SIGH OF THE ROLL FOR THE CONURIR-131R RIRCRRFT
IF (I'F'LT .GE. 1160) RROLL= -RFtOLL
IF (( IDRTR(19) .GE. O) .FIHD. (IDRTR(19) .LE. 2)) THEH
IF (IDRTR(19) .EQ. O) GRIH = O.SDO
IF (IDRTR(19) .EQ. 1) GRIH = 1.0DO
IF (IDRTR(19) .EQ. 2) GRIH = 2.000
ELSE
IF (LSCRIt .EQ. ISCRN2(HPRS )) GO TO 80
(3(3TO 10
EHD IF
HSCRH(I'gOTtSS)= HSCRH(_) + 1
NSCH --HSCH +1
IF (HSCH .GT. 20000) GO TO 90
KSCFt'I(HSCH) = IDRTR(5)
ITIME(HSCH, 1) = IDRTR(2)
ITII1E(HSC:H,2) = IDRTR(3)
ITII'IE(HSCH,3) = IDRTR(4)
ICHS(HSCH) = IDRTR(6) + ?
COHUE_TCOUHTSTOUOLTRGE
DO 4OH= 1,t'BI'K_
IOFF = 23 + 8"(1'1-1)
DO 30 I = 1,8
II'f' = IOFF + I
LCOt3TI'(N,I ) = IDRTR(IHP)
UCI.T(H, I ) = (LCOUHT<H,I ) - YIHTCP)/SLOPE
_II'IUE
COHTII'ILIE
LOCRTEPIXELS RT THE ZENITH RHD HRDIR DIRECTIOI'IS
IF (HFLT .LT. 1160) SIGH = -1.0
EPS1 = O. IDO
EPS2 = O.1DO
DO 60 H = 1,_
RtiGLE = (THETR(H) + SIGH'H_:_.L)'H3EGRFID
RtlU(H) = DCOS(Rt'E4.E)
DIFF = DRBS(RHU(H) - 1.0DO)
IF (DIFF" .GT. EPS1) GO TO 50
EPS1 = DIFF
I0 =H
DIFF = DRBS(Ri_(H) + 1.0130)




COHUERTUOLTRGETO IHTEHSITY RHD CREATEPHI ARRAY
DO 70 K = 1,8
I<1< =K
IF (K .ECt. 8) KK = ICHS(HSCH)
IF ((K .EQ. 8) .RI'ID. (I<X .EQ. 7)) 60 TO 70
IHTEH(1,K) = (UOLT(IO, K)*CRLSLP(KK) + CRLIHT(KI()) / GRIN
IHTEH(2,K) = (UOLT(I 1BO,K)eCI_SLP(I<X) + CRLIITT(KK)) / GRill





IF (LSCRH . EQ. I SCRH2(HPRSS) ) GO TO 80
GO TO 10
80 IF ((HPRSS+I) .GT. 50) GO TO 90
RERO(5, tooo,m,m=_) tSCF_t(t,g:¥1SS+t), tSCee¢2(_+f>
HPRSS = I¢°RSS + t
GO TO 10
i_ITE _ PHI TRBLE
90 DO 110 I = 1,HSCH
DO 100 J = 1,6
_l(J) = BLRI_
100 CONTINUE
IF (PHI(I,8) .HE. O.ODO) THEH
I_ITE(CPHI, 1020) PHI(I,8)
ICHII = ICHS(I) - 7
CHRPHI(ICHH) = CPHI
EHD IF


































IF (1t00(i111,56) .EQ. O) I_ITE(6, 1030) (K,K=I, 13)







1 61"1 SCRH, 13(2X,41-1_i (, 12, 1H)),/, 1X,5(114-), 13(2]{,7(11-1-)))
FOFCBT(16,TFg.5,6Rg)
El'E)
SUBFERKI HE PRI HTR
CRERTE PRIMTER PLOT OF PHI DRTR
USRGE
SUSROUTIHE PRIMTR (I.IUL, CRLSLP, CRLIMT, ISCSTR, ISCEI'E),
HFLT, MSCRH, KSCRH, ITIME, PHI, ICHS)
DESCRI PT I OH OF PRRR11ETERS
IJIJL - RRRRV OF IJRUELEHGTHS IH MICROHS
CRLSLP -









RRRRV OF CRLIBRRTIOH SLOPES IH I_I/(CH**2*MICROH_SR*U)
RRRRY OF CRLIBRRTIOH IHTERCEPTS IN HN/(CH_=_2_IICROH_SR)
STRRT IHDEX IN RPP_S FOR TH I S C,¢¢L
EHD IHDEX IH _ FOR THIS CRLL
FL I GHT HUMBER
HUMBER OF SCRH L I MES PROCESSED
I:W>.gV OF SCRH LillE HUI1BETIS PROCESSED
RRRRV OF T 111ESOF PROCESSED SCRM L IMES
RRRRY OF RRT I0 OF IHTEHS I T IES RT THETR = 180" DEGREES
DIUIDED BY THE IHTEHSITIES RT THETR = 0 DEGREES
OF FILTER POSITIOM FOR ERCH SCRM LIHE
SUBROUTI_S _ FUHCTIOH _BPROGRRtlS REQUIRED






















SUBFIOUTIHEIS SIHGLE PRECISIOH (EXEC.,PTH_-PLOT UFIRIRBLES)









SUBROUTIt'EPRiI'ITR(I,KE.,C_SLP, CRLIHT, ISCSTR, ISCE_,
1 HFLT, HSCRH,KSC:RH,ITIHE,PHI, IC1-18)
DOUBLEPRECISION IJUL(1),CRLSLP(1),CRLIHT(1)
DIIIEHSIOH PHI (20000, 8), KSCI_I( 1), I CHS(1), TEHTHS(! 1)
IHTEGER_ ITIHE<20000,3)
CI-IRRRCTER*1 LIHE( 1lg), BLItKLH(1lg), CH_FIR(8),BLRItK1, UERT
ORTR CHRR/'*', '+' '= ...... $' 'e', '&' /
DRTR BLRflK1/' '/, I__...RT/'i' / ' '
DRT9 _/' i ',8*' ',' I ',OO*' ',' 1',8" ",' i '/
DRTR TEHTHS/O.O,O. 1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9, 1.0/
I.IRITE(6, 1000) I'Iq_T,KSCRt'I(IS;C::STR),KSCRH(ISCEHD),
1 . ( ITII1E(ISCSTR, I ), 1=1,3), (ITIME(ISCEHD, I ), 1=1,3),
2 ( I ,i.M.( I ), CRLSLP( I ), CRLII.fr( I ), I=1, I3)
H = I SCSTR- 1
HSC = KSCRH(ISCSTR)
STRRT R l'EI4 PR6E
10 HRITE(6, 1010) (I,CHRR(I), I=1,7),(I, 1=8, 13,5),CI..IRR(8)




20 I! = I! + 1
IE = IE + 1
H =N +1
HSC =i'ISC+ 1
DO 30 ICOL = 1,110
LIHE(ICOL) = BLItKLH(ICOL)
30 COHTIHUE
DO 40 J = 1,8
(PH !(H, J) ,LT, .O,O).'rHEII










IF 4(J .EQ. 8) .RHD. 4PHI(H,J) .EQ. 0.0)) GO TO 40
IPHI = PHI(H,J) * 100.0
ICOL = 10 + IPHI


























IJRITE(6, 1040) 4LIHE(ICOL), ICOL=I, 119)
IF ((IE .EQ. 1) .OR. (I'IOD(IE, 10) .EQ. 0))
1 WRITE46, 1050) (ITII'IE(H, IT), IT= 1,3),KSCRH4N)
IF (HSC .EQ. KSCRI4(H)) GO TO 70
50 IF (HSC .HE. KSCRN(H+I))
II - II + 1
IF 411 .LE. 50)I_ITE(6,104O) (BLHKLH41COL),lCOL=l,119)
HSC = HSC + !
IF (HSC .6T. KSCRH(ISCEHO)) GO TO 70




IF 411 .LT. 50) GO TO 20
I_ I TE46, 1030 )
gRITE46, 1020) (TEHTHS(I), I=1, 11)
GO TO 10
70 I_IITE(6, 1030)
WRITE(6, 1020) (TEHTHS(I), I=1, 11)
RE_
FORIIRT( 1H1,/,
371-1 THE FOLLOWII4G PHI PLOT DRTR FiRE FOR:,/,
15H-FLIGHT I'M1BER:, 15,//,
1914 STRRT SCRI'I HUMBER:, 16,5N, 16HEHD SCRI4 PEIMBER:, 16,//,
121-1STRRT TIME', 17, 1H:, 12, 1H:, 12,4X,
1OH END TIME:, 17, 1H:, 12, 1H:, 12,/////,
38H THE _ DEPENDENT _ERS RRE:,///,
11X, IOHWRUELEHGHT,4X, 17HCRLIBRRTIOH SLOPE,5",(,
21HCRLIBRRTIO14 INTERCEPT,/,81-1 CHRI'C'EL, SX,71-1MICROHS,4X,
20H1%1/C11*_"111CROH--SR-.U, 4X, 18HIIN/CM*'2-t'11CROH-SR,/,
1N,7( 11-1-), 3X, 104 IH.-), 3X, 2041H-- ),3X,21(11-1--),/,
(16,FI3.4,F18.4,F23.3))
1010 FORHRT( IH1,/,ON,
1 81-¢HRH_L: ,7( 1N, I 1,2H=->,R1, 1H, ), 1X, I 1, 1H-, 12,2H=>,R1,///,
2 67N, 3HPH I,/)
1020 FORIIRT( 1ON, 11(?X,F3.1 ))
1030 FORI1RT(gX, 1H+,841H-), 1H+, 104941H-), 1H+),8(ill-), 1H+)
1040 FORtIRT(gX, 11OR1 )





























































SUBROUTINEZETR (14SCFCE,IRE., CRLSLP, CRLIHT, INDEX, HPRSS,
14FLT, HSCR14,KSCRH, ITIME, PHI, ICH8)
DESCRIPTION OF PRRFH'ETERS
HSCRLE - PLOT SCRLI14Gt i'P.A'BEROF SCRHSRUERRGED/PLOTTEDURLLq[
O, 1 - ALL _ PLOTTED (NO COIIPRESSIOH) (6 SEC/I14)
2 - 2 SCRHSFP.ETH:tGED(12 SEC/II4)
:20 - :20 SCRHSRt,EI:_ED (120 SEC/IH)











RFRRYOF CALIBFRTION IITTERCEPTS 114I'P,J/(CM*"W2'HII_SR)
IHDEX OF THIS CALL TO ZETR
TOTAL HLIHBEROF CRLLS TO ZETR
FLIGHT 14Ut'IBER
_ItlBER OF SCRPILINES PROCESSED
RRRRYOF SCRNLINE I'fl.II'BERSPROCESSED
FIFUN=IYOF TIMES OF PFH3CESSEDSCRI4LINES
RFRRY OF RRTIO OF IHTEHSITIES AT TI-ETR = 180 DEGREES
D IUI DED BY THE 114TENSI T IES RT THETR = 0 DEGREES
RRRRYOF FILTER POSITIOH FOR ERCH SCR14LI14E
SUBROUTI lIES RHD FU14CTIOH SUBPROGRRIISREOUIRED
TEMPLATEPLOT PRCKRGE
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT DRTR DECK
HONE
COtCEHTS
SLIBF_KINE IS SlI46LE PRECISION (EXECPT HOH-PLOT URRIRBLES)
RRFRYSRRE DltlE_IOHED FOR UP TO 20000 SCPJ'ILINES













1 HFLT,14SCRH,KSCRH,ITII1E, PHI, ICHS)
DOUBLEPRECISI014 WUL(1),CRLSLP( 1), CRLII4T( 1)






















1 'o.65', "o.75", 'o.s$', "o.g$', ' _.o$" /
DATA CLH 1" : $' I
IF (IHI:E"X .EQ. 1) TFEH
(:_ll_L UCOHFG(51.0 )
CRLL USTRRT
CRLL UPSET( 'FHTF', 11.0)
CALL UFOHT<' SROM' )
EHD IF
CHRH /' 15',' 25',' 35',' 45',
' 55',' e$',' 75','8-t35'/
TEHTHS/'O. 05', '0. _$', '0.25', '0.35', '0.4_', '0.55',
DEFIHE STRRTIH6 _ EHOIH6 RRRRV IHDICIES FOR THIS PRSS
5
ISCEHD = 0
DO 5 I = I, IHDEX
ISCEHD = ISCEHD + HSC_(I )
COHT ItiUE
ISCSTR = ISCE'I'E) - HSCRH(IHDEX) + 1
SERRCH FOR EHO OF MOHOTOHICRLLY IHCF_RS I I'IG _ L I HE NUMBER
I0
HSCN = ISCSTR
ISTRP1 = ISCSTR + 1
DO 10 HS = ISTRP1, ISCEI_)
IF (KSCRN(HS) .I.E. KSCRH(HS-1)) 130 TO 20
HSCH = HS
COHTINUE
CRLCtI.RTE LEHGTH OF PLOT (I_E _ LIHES/IrlCH), ROJVST THE
UIRTLIRL-SPRCE WIHOOH RCCORDIHGLY, _ DRRW _ LRBEL THE _S
THE HEGRTIUE URLUES FOR THE STRRT 1146 POINTS OF"THE WINDOW LERUE
R BOROER RROUh'D THE AXES FOR LRBELIHG RHD CRUSE THE ORIGH OF
THE RYES TO BE RT (0.0,0.0). TI'_ X-RXIS IS IH 'IHCHES', THE
Y-RXIS RLLONS FOR URLUES 0.0-1.0.
2O HSCHPI = 10 * HSCRLE
SCHRPI = HSCHPI
IREM1 = MOD(KSCRH(ISCSTR),HSCHPI )
IRE]12 = HSCHPI - MOD(KSCP,H(HSCH),HSCHPI )
XLHOTH = (KSCRH(HSCH) - KSCRN(ISCSTR) + IREM1 + IREM2)/SCHI'£°I
IF (_TH .LE. 0.0) GO TO 900




XBMRGH = ((YS IZE - YLNGTH )/YLNGTH )*0.6250
XTMRGH = 1.0 + XB_. 60
YLMRGM = 3.0
VI_RGM = 3.0
EHDFtT = X1.HGTH + YRMRGH
_O_.T = EHDPtT + VLMRGH
CRLL UD IMENOa=I-T,YS IZE)
CRLL UI,I I I100 (-VLMRGH, _T,-XBMR6H, XTHRGH)
XPLT1 = XPLT - 0.001
YSIZE1 = YSIZE - 0.001















TICK IIRRKS,I_.IIIERICRXES LRBELS, _ _/SYlIBOL TRBLES
XTIt.NI=0.1500 / YIJ_6TH




Xl4t.qIOY= O. 125O / YSIZE
Yt4UIIOX= 0.5500
YI4UMDY= 0.0625 .t' YSIZE
CRLL _( 'MED! ' )
CFH:CClEL_ TABLE, LEFT
3O
YPOS = O. 94
CRLL UMOI.EXXPOS,YPOS)
_L UPRJ4T1(' FL I GHT $' , ' TEXT' )
I4_ITE(CFLT, 1000) HFLT





CRLL UPRttTI(' $', 'TEXT' )
CRLL LIPRtfTI('SYM$', 'TEXT' )
CRLL USET( 'i'IOUi4")
CI:LL USET( 'I',ISYM')
:_0SI = XPOS + 1.00
DO 30 IC = 1,8
S = IC
IF (IC .GT. 5) S = S ÷ t.O
YPOS = _='OS - 4. O*5_4UIII3Y
YPOS 1 = YPOS + 1.O*YHUMDY
UMOUE(XPOS,YPOS)
CRLL UPRRTI(CHRH( IC); 'TEXT' )







YI'A.qlY = YPOS - YNUIIDY
CRLL I.Asl'IlNT(YI4UMX,YTEflIY,TENTHS(1))
DO 5O IYI = 1,10
DO 40 IV"2= 1,9












VPOS = VPOS + 0.0100
VFR_= VPOS-_










LI>SET( ' RMGL', 90.O)
XHORZ -- O. 1500 / YSIZE
XUERT = O. 18"75
CALL UPSET<'HORI ' ,XHORZ)
CRLL UPSET(' UERT', XUERT)
= XPOS + XMI._DX
= VPOS + ::Q'M'I[_
CALL UPR IHT(XIIUIIX,li_, RKSCRH)
VPOSI = VPOS - XTIILH1
YPOS2 = VPOS - XTI'I.I¢2
ltXTICK = XLHGTH + 0.01
CRLL UPSET( '_,11'_' ,4.0)
CFILL USET ('l'lSYfl')
00 80 IX1- I,HXTICK
DO 60 IX,?.= 1,cJ





XMI,ClX = XPOS + XI'IIRIDX
RKSCRM= RKSCF_+ SCHHPI
CRLL UPR IMT(XIClIIX,HI_, RKSC_ )
CRLL UtlOUE(XPOS,VPOS )
CALL _(XPOS, VPOS1)
IF ((!'100(IX1,10) .HE. O) .OR.
VPI.US = 1.0
DO ?0 IPLUS = 1,9
CRLL 1310UE(XPOS,YPLUS )






CRLL UPSET(' t:_L', O. O)
(IXI .EQ. Xt.MGTH))GO TO 80
/SVMBOLTRBLE, R IGHT
XPOS = EMOPLT- I."_
YPOS = 0.94
CRLL UIIOUE(XPOS,VPOS)














CFW.LUPRHT1( 'CHFW4$', 'TEXT" )
CRLL UPRtlTI(' $', 'TEXT' )
CI::¢J..UPRHTI( 'SVtl$' , 'TEXT' )
CFCL USET( 'HOUM')
USET( 'MSVM')
XPOSI = XPOS + 1.00
DO gO IC = 1,8
S = IC
IF (IC .GT. 6) S = S + 1.0
VPOS = VPOS - 4. O*YtCllDV
VPOS! = YPOS + 1.0_
CALL L_OUE(XPOS,VPOS)
CALL _i(CI-IR"I(IC), 'TEXT' )





XPOS1 = XLMGTH- VTI_H1
XPOS'2 = XI._TH - VTII.H2
= XLHGTH+ O. 1250
VI'M1V =VPOS - Wit.tEN
CALL UPRi HT(VttU_, VHtRIV,TEHTHS(11))
DO 110 IV1 = !,10
DO 100 IV2 : 1,9




VPOS = VPOS - 0.0100
VtClMV = VPOS - _




X-RX I S, BOTTOM
xPOS = XLHGTH
VPOS = 0.0
DO 130 IX1 = 1,NXTICK
130 120 IX:,','2= 1,9























CR.L LIPSET( ' Rt¢_' , go. O)
XHORZ = O. 1500 / VSIZE
_IJERT = O. 1975
CFLL UPSET('HORI ',XHORZ)-
CPLL UPSET(" UERT', XUERT )
TlilEV = -XHORZ*CJ.O
DO 160 MS = ISCSTR, HSCH
IF (IIOD(KSCRH(HS),_I) .HE. O) 60 TO 160
DO 140 I = 1,8
IF ((PHI(HS, I) .GT. 0.0) .RMD. (PHI(HS, I) .LT.
1 GO TO 150
COHT I1'_
GO TO 160
)3_S = (KSCPJ4(HS) - HSTRRT) / SCHI_I
TIMEX = XPOS + Xtfl.qlOX
CRLL UtIOUE(T IME_, T IMEY)

















CRLL LPSET( ' RM6L", 0.0)
1.0))
PLOT DRTR FOR ERCH CHRHI'EL I.fl4EH 0.0 < PHi < 1.0
CYCLE ON CI4AHNEL
DO 210 IC = 1,8
S = IC
IF (IC .GT. 6) S = S + 1.0
XPOS = -0.1
VPOS = O. 0
H6OOD = -1
CRLL USET (' HSVtl' )
CFLL UPSET( 'SYI1B' ,S)
CRLL LqlOUE(XPOS, VPOS)
F IHD FIRST GOOD DRTR URLUE FOR THIS CHRIIHEL RHD PLOT SYMBOL
DO 170 HS = I SCSTR, NSCN
IF (IC .EQ. 8) IIC = ICHS(H$)
IF ((IC .EQ. 8) .RMD. (IIC .EQ. 7)) GO TO 170
M=HS





XPOS = (KSCRM(M) - HSTRRT) / SCHHPI
HGOOD = HGOOD+ 1
1.0)) THEN
CALL UPEH(_,PHI(N, IC))
PLOT REST OF GOOD DRTR FOR THIS CHRHHEL
HSP1 =H+ 1
CRLL USET( 'LP_' )
DO 200 HS = HSPI,I'ISCH
IF ((PHI(HS, IC) .LE. 0.0) .OR. (PHI(MS, IC) .GE. 1.0))
I 60 TO 190
1460_ -- HDO00 + 1
IF (IC .HE. 8) THEH
IF (((!'1S+1) .LE. HSCH) .FOLD.
I ((PHI(HS+I, IC) .LE. 0.0) .OR.
2 (PHI(HS+I, IC) .GE. 1.0))) CRLL USET('LSV11' )
IF (((HS+I) .I.E. I'ISCt'I) .RHD.
I ((KSC_N(HS+I) - KSCRH(I'IS)) .HE. I))
2 CALL USET( 'LSWI' )
IF ((HO0(_,5) .EQ. O) .RHO.(_ .HE. 07) THEH




I IC = ICI-18(HS)
IF (IIC .EO. 7) GO TO 190
HI IC = 7
IF ((HS+I) .I.E. HSCH) HIIC = ICHS(HS+I)
IF (H6000 .GE. 1) THEH
IF (HI IC .EO. 7) CRLL USET('LSYll' )
IF (((I'IS+I) .LE. I'ISCt'I) .FIt_.
1 ((PHI(HS+I, IC) .LE. 0.0) .OR.
2 (PHI(HS+I, IC) .GE. 1.0))) CALL USET('LSVtl')
IF (((HS+I) .LE. HSCH) .AI4D.
I ((KSCRH(HS+I) - KSCRH(HS)) .HE. I))
2 CRLL USET (' LSVN' )
EHD IF
EI_ IF
IF (((KSCRH(HS) - KSCRH(I'IS-t)) .HE. 1) .OR.
I (PHI(HS-I, IC) .LE. O.0) .OR.
2 (PHI(h'S-I, IC) .6E. 1.0)) THEN
H6OOD = 0
CRLL USET( 'HSVI't' )
EHD IF
IF (1_ .EQ. t'ISCM)
CRLL USET(' LSVI'I' )
IF (((KSCRM(HS) - KSCRH(HS-I)) .HE. 1) .OR.
I (PHI(I'IS-I,IC) .LE. O.O) .OR.
2 (PHI(HS-1, IC) .6E. 1.0)) CRLL USET('HSVM' )
EHD IF
XJ=OS = (KSCF_I(NS) - HSTRRT) / SCI',II'IPI
CRLL LPEN(XPOS,PHI (HS, IC))
IF ((IC .EQ. 8) .P,HD. (NIIC .EQ. 7)) GO TO lgO
CRLL USET( "LI'E¢" )
GO TO 200
1go 1'160013= -1







IF (IHDEX .EQ. f'F>RSS)CRLL UEHD
GO TO 9cj9






1020 FORMRT(1H1,/,2?I'I THE X LEHGTHOF THE PLOT =, IP,E12.4,//,
1 421-1THE I HDEX OF THE LRST URLID SCRt'IHUMBER=, 15,//,
2 42H THE II'IDEX OF THE LRST SCRHHUMBER=, 15,//,
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